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BLISS BRAIN
The Neuroscience of Remodeling Your Brain
for Resilience, Creativity, and Joy

DAWSON CHURCH
Award-winning author shares a revolutionar y 8week plan to improve brain plasticity for greater
calm, happiness and resilience.

DESCRIPT ION
Renowned researcher Dawson Church examines stunning
scientific evidence that shows how, in just eight weeks of practice,
12 minutes a day, we can produce measurable changes in our
brains that make us calmer, happier and more resilient.
The startling conclusions of Dawson's research on neuroplasticity show
that stress circuits actually shrivel over time while our 'Enlightenment
Circuit' - associated with happiness, productivity, resilience - expands. In
this book, he explores how deep meditation releases 'the 7
neurochemicals of ecstasy' in our brains; some of these include the 'bliss
molecule' anandamide, which boosts serotonin and dopamine, creating a
self-induced high. Our brain literally has the power to make us feel
happier, calmer, more creative and compassionate.

ISBN: 978-1-40195-775-9
Pub Date: 15/09/2020

While writing Bliss Brain, Dawson went through a series of disasters,
including escaping a California wildfire that consumed his home and
triggered a painful medical condition as well as financial disaster for him.
Through it all, he steadily practised the techniques of Bliss Brain while
teaching them to thousands of people. This book blends his story of
resilience with neuroscience, producing a fascinating picture of just how
happy we can make our brains, no matter the odds.

RRP: £21.99
Format: 229 x 152 HB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Popular
Science
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
Mind to Matter, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-178817-115-1; The Genie in Your Genes, Energy
Psychology Group, 2009, 978-1-60415-011-7

SALES AND MARKET ING
• '[Readers of Dawson's work are] in the presence of a super
mind.' Dr Joe Dispenza
• Dawson is acclaimed for his groundbreaking research in epigenetics
and energy psychology and beloved as a teacher, drawing large
audiences to live events around the world.
• Dawson will be promoting the book to his 105k email subscribers and
26k+ Facebook followers (@EFTUniverse).
• Dawson shares cutting-edge research with real-world purpose. The
material is written for the everyday reader interested in how
neuroplasticity can transform their lives.
• Dawson regularly travels for speaking engagements and can rely on
high-profile supporters like Dr Joe Dispenza to promote his book.

AUT HOR BIOG
Dawson Church, PhD, is an award-winning author of the bestselling
The Genie in Your Genes and Mind to Matter. He has conducted dozens
of clinical trials, and founded the National Institute for Integrative
Healthcare to promote groundbreaking new treatments. He shares how
to apply the breakthroughs of energy psychology to health and personal
performance through EFT Universe (www.EFTUniverse.com).
www.dawsonchurch.com
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PLANT WITCHERY
Discover the Sacred Language, Wisdom, and
Magic of 200 Plants

JULIET DIAZ
Dive into the ancient healing power of plants with
indigenous medicine woman and seer Juliet Diaz,
bestselling author of Witcher y.

DESCRIPT ION
Awaken your inner healer by connecting with the wise and
magickal energies of plants.
Drawn from traditional ancestral practices passed down by generations
of indigenous teachers, plant whisperer and herbalist Juliet Diaz guides
readers along a journey far beyond the basic medicinal and magical
properties of plants in this deep dive into Mother Earth's drumming heart.
Become a powerful healer and a child of nature, learning to hear, see
and understand the sacred vibrations of plant language to heal not only
yourself but our Earth as well.

ISBN: 978-1-40196-020-9
Pub Date: 27/10/2020
RRP: £21.99
Format: 229 x 178 HB

In Plant Witchery you will discover how to:
- speak and listen to plants through powerful communication techniques
- determine medicinal and magical properties for a collection of plants
- grow and care for plants, even how to heal them when they are dying
- create your own potions, elixirs, tinctures, oils and spells
- dry and store herbs, plants and flowers for medicinal and magickal
workings
- choose the best astrological times to work with different plants

BIC/Subject: Witchcraft; Traditional Medicine &
Herbal Remedies; Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice

This book is illustrated with black & white illustrations of plants.

Extent: 368 pages

• There is a rapidly growing interest in nature and natural healing. The
Times reported that 2020 was the year for 'wild gardening', and ecoconscious readers are turning towards homemade, herbal remedies.
• Juliet comes from a long line of Witches and indigenous medicine men
and women. She was trained from a young age in traditional plant
medicine and has a master's in Herbal Medicine.
• Juliet will promote the book to her 65k email subscribers, combined
Instagram following of 230k+ and 67k on YouTube.
• Will appeal to fans of Witchery, The Green Witch and millennial readers
of magazines like Bustle, Refinery29, Well + Good and more.
• Juliet is in talks with a TV studio to do a makeover-with-witches
programme.

Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
Witchery, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-78817204-2; Witchery, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-178817-204-2

SALES AND MARKET ING

AUT HOR BIOG
Juliet Diaz is a hereditary Witch from a long line of Witch Healers and an
indigenous Taíno Medicine woman and seer. She is the owner of
November Sage Apothecary and the online herbal witchery school Plant
Coven. Juliet holds a Master of Science in Herbal Medicine and is known
for her abilities as a natural healer and her gift of communicating with
plants, trees and nature spirits. www.plantcoven.com
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POWER OF AWAKENING, THE
Mindfulness Practices and Spiritual Tools to
Transform Your Life

DR. WAYNE W. DYER
Now available in print, some of bestselling author
Wayne Dyer's most iconic lectures offer vital
inspiration for spiritual awakening.

DESCRIPT ION
Beloved spiritual teacher Dr Wayne W. Dyer often shared his thoughts on
the path and practice of enlightenment during his writings and
presentations. He'd say, 'This is not about self-help. It's about selfrealization, which is way beyond self-help'.
In this book, which collects some of his timeless words of wisdom in a
new format, the internationally renowned speaker and author offers
spiritual tools to transcend your current circumstances and old patterns in
order to reach true fulfilment. He will show you how to become genuinely
awake, aware of the power you have within to shift your thought
processes, release attachments and tame your ego - to name just a few
topics covered in these pages. Wayne will help you understand what an
illusion much of life is, so you can see the big picture and spark deep
transformation (that is, 'the ability to go beyond your form'), resulting in
peace and harmony in all areas of your life.

SALES AND MARKET ING
ISBN: 978-1-40195-608-0
Pub Date: 13/10/2020
RRP: £15.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Mind,
Body, Spirit
Extent: 216 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Deceased
Previous Titles:
The Power Of Intention, Hay House UK, 2004,
978-1-78180-377-6; I Can See Clearly Now, Hay
House UK, 2014, 978-1-78180-242-7; 10 Secrets
for Success and Inner Peace, Hay House UK,
2016, 978-1-78180-739-2; Being in Balance, Hay
House UK, 2016, 978-1-78180-729-3

• The information in this book was once attainable only through listening
to several audio lectures. This book will be the first time readers can
encounter this information in written form, in a cohesive book structure.
• This is the first book from Wayne in several years that focuses solely on
his teachings.
• This is a topical subject that will resonate with many fans of MBS and
self-help books. Wayne's reflections on success, self-accountability, living
on purpose and following your bliss are as important today as they were
years ago.
• Wayne's fans are still asking for new products from their favourite
spiritual teacher after his passing, and his social media pages still receive
a lot of engagement. Wayne has over half a million email subscribers,
3m+ Facebook fans and 447k Twitter followers.
• This book will receive full marketing support from Hay House via email,
social media and through Wayne's existing platform.

AUT HOR BIOG
Affectionately called the 'father of motivation' by his fans, Dr Wayne W.
Dyer was an internationally renowned author, speaker and pioneer in the
field of self-development. Over the four decades of his career, he wrote
more than 40 books (21 of which became New York Times bestsellers),
created numerous audio programmes and videos, and appeared on
thousands of television and radio shows. His books include the New York
Times bestsellers 10 Secrets for Success and Inner Peace, The Power
of Intention, Inspiration, Change Your Thoughts-Change Your Life,
Excuses Begone!, Wishes Fulfilled and I Can See Clearly Now.
www.drwaynedyer.com and www.facebook.com/drwaynedyer/
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THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE
How to Live, Learn and Thrive in a Life You
Love

ANDREA MCLEAN
Loose Women presenter opens up about her
journey to healing from domestic abuse and
trauma - and how you can, too.

DESCRIPT ION
Andrea McLean, No. 1 Sunday Times bestselling author and awardwinning TV broadcaster, opens up about her journey from trauma,
toxic relationships and divorce towards empowerment, happiness
and healing.
Do you ever feel like you're just existing, not truly living? Do you often
dwell on how unfair life can be, and how things haven't worked out the
way you planned? We've all been there. But it's time to decide what YOU
are going to DO about it. No matter what hand you've been dealt, it's in
your power to take control and create a life alight with possibility and joy.
After walking away from an abusive relationship, Andrea McLean
continued putting on a brave face and pretending that everything was
fine - all the while ignoring the psychological fallout of her trauma. Finally,
it came time to say 'enough!' It was time to make a change.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-512-8
Pub Date: 29/09/2020

In This Girl Is On Fire, Andrea shares her journey to healing, along with
universal lessons in overcoming past trauma, breakdown, burnout and
more. Even more vitally, she lights the path towards finding what gets our
blood pumping, our eyes shining, and makes us get up in the morning what sets us on fire.

SALES AND MARKET ING

RRP: £12.99

• Andrea hosts Loose Women on ITV and is beloved among the British
public. She also has 24 years of experience working in the media and is
Format: 216 x 135 TPB
hugely mediagenic.
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development; • Andrea's story of overcoming toxic relationships will resonate with huge
Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem; Memoirs numbers of women. 1 in 4 women will experience some form of domestic
abuse, and millions struggle with self-esteem.
Extent: 240 pages
• Andrea has 250k+ Instagram followers. Her audience is 82% female,
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
aged 25-64.
• Andrea has contacts in every major newspaper, women's magazine and
Author Lives: Surrey, UK
TV network. Her book will receive guaranteed press and TV coverage.

AUT HOR BIOG
Andrea McLean is a #1 Sunday Times bestselling author, awardwinning TV broadcaster, journalist and radio presenter. She is the CEO
and co-founder of the female empowerment site thisgirlisonfire.co.uk

HAY HOUSE UK
Tel: 0203 927 7290 Fax: 0203 927 7291
Email: info@hayhouse.co.uk

GRANTHAM BOOK SERVICES
Tel: 01476 541080 Fax: 01476 541061
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INTIMATE CONVERSATIONS WITH
THE DIVINE
Prayer, Guidance, and Grace

CAROLINE MYSS
A powerful exploration of the energetic impact of
prayer and spiritual language on our daily lives.

DESCRIPT ION
New York Times bestselling author Caroline Myss shares the
sacred language of 100 personal prayers to inspire joy, faith and
divine connection in every day.
In her most personal book to date, beloved teacher and bestselling
author Caroline Myss draws on her own daily practice to help us regain
our fluency in the language of prayer and renew our connection to the
sacred. She explains that in order to connect with divine guidance, it is
vital to speak a language infused with grace - what she terms 'holy
language'.
Intimate Conversations with the Divine offers 100 of Caroline's personal
prayers as a resource and inspiration to start a daily prayer practice of
your own. The prayers in these pages touch on the full range of the
human experience: love and loss, anxiety and hope, birth and death, joy
and faith. And each illustrates a different type of grace that feeds the
human soul, from healing, endurance and awakening, to silence,
surrender and trust.
ISBN: 978-1-40192-288-7

RRP: £20.99

At the core of this book is a powerful challenge: by embracing language
that undeniably brings light to the world and moving past our conditioned
hesitations about the divine, our lives can be transformed forever.

Format: 229 x 152 HB

SALES AND MARKET ING

Pub Date: 29/09/2020

• Caroline is a five-time New York Times bestselling author. Anatomy of
the Spirit has been published in 28 languages and has sold over 1.5
million copies and Sacred Contracts has been published in 18 languages
and sold over 1.6 million copies.
Extent: 304 pages
• In 2003, Oprah Winfrey gave Caroline her own television programme
with the OXYGEN network in New York City, which ran successfully for
Territorial Rights: World
one year.
Previous Titles:
• Caroline has produced more than 80 audio and visual products on
Archetypes, Hay House UK, 2013, 978-1-84850- subjects that include healing, spirituality, personal development and the
study of archetypes.
340-3; Defy Gravity, Hay House UK, 2009, 978• Caroline has over 389k followers on Facebook and 30.5k followers on
1-40192-290-0; Defy Gravity, Hay House UK,
Twitter. She will be promoting her book on these platforms.
2009, 978-1-40192-290-0; Entering the Castle,
• Caroline is an internationally renowned speaker and leads hugely
Simon & Schuster, 2007, 978-1-84737-073-0;
Invisible Acts of Power, Simon & Schuster, 2007, popular workshops and events throughout the year.
BIC/Subject: Spirituality & Religious Experience;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Mind,
Body, Spirit

978-0-74349-594-3

AUT HOR BIOG
Caroline Myss is the author of five New York Times bestsellers,
including Anatomy of the Spirit, Sacred Contracts and Why People Don't
Heal and How They Can. She is considered a leading voice in the field of
energy medicine and human consciousness. www.myss.com
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MIND BODY SPIRIT / HEALING

WISHCRAFT
A Complete Beginner's Guide to Magickal
Manifesting for the Modern Witch

SAKURA FOX
This magical book is for anyone who wants to use
spells and simple rituals to turn their wishes into
reality.

DESCRIPT ION
Simple, accessible spells and rituals for the modern woman who
wants to stop wishing for a better life and start magically
manifesting it - right now.
Wishcraft is an ancient practice of 'Witching', and a contemporary way of
manifesting for those of us who don't have the time or resources to spend
hours performing complex magick rituals. Wishcraft requires nothing but
a candle and a crystal; it's simple, relaxing, easy and fun, and anyone
can do it.
Within this book, you'll find spells, rituals and recipes to solve common
problems, such as:

ISBN: 978-1-78817-471-8
Pub Date: 20/10/2020
RRP: £10.99
Format: 178 x 127 TPB
BIC/Subject: Witchcraft; Magic, Spells &
Alchemy; Conjuring & Magic
Extent: 304 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Birmingham

- financial issues: manifest more money, free yourself of debt and attract
abundance
- health & happiness: learn to appreciate yourself, cultivate a kinder
attitude and practise self-forgiveness
- relationships: revamp your love life, dispel negativity after an argument,
honour your friends and bless your family
- success: pass an exam or test, manifest the fruits of your labour,
become confident and manifest cool new projects
- and more!

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Witchcraft is still a trending topic, but readers are looking for simpler
ways to incorporate rituals and spells into their lives - this book is the
most accessible and relatable title on this topic.
• Sakura's style is funny, tongue-in-cheek and down-to-earth; her
personal story and tone will appeal to mums, stressed out working
women and readers looking for some sparkle in their life without having
to go full-on dancing-naked-in-the-moonlight.
• Sakura's personal story is a testament to the power of wishcraft: she
has magicked up large sums of money, a new relationship with accurate
traits as requested, free fitness classes and a miraculous recovery for
her injured horse.
• Sakura is launching her Wishcraft Academy, an online resource to
support readers of the book to go deeper into the work of manifesting
and magicking.

AUT HOR BIOG
Sakura K. Fox is a busy mum of two, an author and a witch. Her
approach to wishcraft and witchcraft is accessible, modern and speaks to
the urban woman looking to make life a little easier and a little extra
magical. In 2020 she is launching the Wishcraft Academy, an online
resource for women all over the world who want to explore the world of
witchcraft without having to study planetary alignment or memorize the
meaning of every tarot card. www.wishcraftacademy.com

HAY HOUSE UK
Tel: 0203 927 7290 Fax: 0203 927 7291
Email: info@hayhouse.co.uk

GRANTHAM BOOK SERVICES
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LIGHT ON FIRE
Waking Up to Divine Love

AEDAMAR KIRRANE
A book of modern mysticism about rediscovering
the true meaning of faith and how to reclaim our
spiritual wisdom.

DESCRIPT ION
A soulful exploration of one woman's awakening journey towards
becoming a modern-day mystic, and a compassionate, nurturing
guide to rediscovering the true meaning of faith.
Aedamar was successfully, and happily, changing career paths to
become a novelist when, in 2015, she experienced what she later came
to understand was a spontaneous spiritual awakening. For months after
this initial call, she continued 'Waking Up', until - to her shock - she finally
understood she was becoming a mystic.
Her search for belonging became a search for the true meaning of
Christian mysticism in our day and age - a journey to realizing that there
is no separation between God and humanity, and a desire to discover
why, then, we are living separated from that divine and endless source of
Love. In beautifully poetic language, she asks how finite human beings
can experience Divine Union and how we can begin to heal the deeply
rooted trauma in our Western societies.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-474-9

This book is the guide to 'Waking Up' that Aedamar wishes she had had
through her own spiritual awakening, offering a compassionate and
helpful way for us to rediscover divine love, to find our spiritual wisdom
and enter into a new era of faith.

Pub Date: 26/01/2021

SALES AND MARKET ING

RRP: £12.99

• Aedamar's book offers a compassionate, modern, soulful guide to
Christianity and how it can help humanity in the 21st century.
• While this book speaks of Christianity, it is broadly spiritual and will
appeal to readers who are searching for guidance and deeper meaning.
There is a spiritual vacuum in the West that Aedamar's book is perfectly
poised to fill.
• Aedamar is a skilled writer, able to convey the depth and complexity of a
spiritual awakening with grace, in the tradition of other well-known
mystics.
• Aedamar hopes that this will be a healing book for many people who
were raised as Christians and have been alienated by the darker aspects
of the Christian religion, particularly in Ireland.

Format: 216 x 135 TPB
BIC/Subject: Christian Mysticism; Prayer;
Spirituality & Religious Experience
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: Dublin, Republic of Ireland

AUT HOR BIOG
Aedamar Kirrane is a former barrister and now a spiritual author,
philosopher and mystic. At the age of 40, she left her legal career to
study Philosophy and English at University College Dublin, graduating
with a double first and a national distinction, and then completed a
Master's degree in Creative Writing. She experienced a spontaneous
spiritual awakening that transformed her life and led her on a path to
becoming a modern-day mystic. She works as a Soul Writing guide,
leading people in the art of meditation and journaling at the level of the
soul, and mentors authors of spiritual and healing books. She lives in
Dublin, Ireland, with her two daughters. www.aedamarkirrane.com

HAY HOUSE UK
Tel: 0203 927 7290 Fax: 0203 927 7291
Email: info@hayhouse.co.uk

GRANTHAM BOOK SERVICES
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THE REAL TOLTEC PROPHECIES
How the Aztec Calendar Predicted ModernDay Events and Reveals a Pathway to a New
Era of Humankind

SERGIO MAGAÑA
Sergio Magaña uncovers the prophecies from the
Aztec calendar that reveal important insights
about the years 2012, 2021 and 2026.

DESCRIPT ION
The Aztec calendar marks 2012, 2021 and 2026 as years of great
transition. Learn how to heal, thrive and embrace a new,
awakened reality with Toltec wisdom.
The Aztec calendar is divided into 'Suns', each lasting 6,625 years. The
shift from the Fifth to the Sixth Sun started in July 1991 and will be
complete in May 2021. In this book, renowned Mexican healer Sergio
Magaña reveals Toltec prophecies and insights about the years 2012,
2021 and 2026 and how they will impact humankind and reveal a
pathway to a new positive reality.
Sergio guides us through the underworld we need to navigate in the next
few years, so that we can overcome any challenges we face as we move
towards the Sixth Sun. In this book, you'll discover:

ISBN: 978-1-78817-569-2
Pub Date: 24/11/2020

· Breathing exercises and ancient practices to help you realign with the
universe, the Earth, the elements, and with your highest nature
· How to heal pent up emotions such as fear and trauma
· A detailed explanation of the four movements involved in the shift from
the Fifth to the Sixth Sun

RRP: £10.99
Format: 197 x 130 PB
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit; Dreams & Their
Interpretation; Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Previous Titles:
Caves of Power, Hay House UK, 2016, 978-178180-737-8; The Toltec Secret, Hay House UK,
2014, 978-1-78180-298-4

Allow Sergio to accompany you on a journey to healing your
consciousness, taking responsibility for the sacredness of life as you
move successfully through the transition from the Fifth to the Sixth Sun.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Sergio has a large following on Facebook. He will be promoting this
book to his 146.5k followers on Facebook.
• Sergio has a regular podcast with actor Michelle Rodriguez, and they
are releasing a YA fiction series together.
• Sergio is greatly in demand as a teacher and speaker across the
world. His schedule includes weekly workshops, year-long programs
and weekend talks.
• Toltec wisdom is a popular area. There are nearly 35k posts with
#toltec on Instagram.

AUT HOR BIOG
Sergio Magaña (Ocelocoyotl) is an eminent Mexican healer who was
initiated in the Toltecayotl, the Nahua lineage of ancient Mesoamerica
that includes the dream work known as nahualism.
www.sergiomagana.com
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THE MINDFLOW© METHOD
How You Can Achieve Anything by NotWanting and Not-Doing

TOM MOEGELE
How to release negative energy from the body by
'not-wanting' and 'not-doing', from the creator of
Mindflow©.

DESCRIPT ION
Overcome anxiety, combat stress and tackle emotional blocks
with the MindFlow© Method - and find inner peace and relaxation
in the flow of higher consciousness.
In this book, creator of the MindFlow© Method Tom Moegele explains
that stress, anxiety and challenges can block the flow of life energy and
subsequently deplete our own energy levels. Thus we feel ill, exhausted,
stressed out, unable to shake off negative thoughts or be unaffected by
other people's toxic vibes. But through a combination of simple
movements that trigger energy shifts, we are able to get connected to the
natural flow of life - this is the MindFlow© Method, and it works like this:

ISBN: 978-1-78817-454-1
Pub Date: 03/11/2020
RRP: £9.99
Format: 197 x 130 TPB
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice; Self-Help & Personal Development;
Chakras, Auras & Spiritual Energy
Extent: 208 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Munich, Germany

· Using movements similar to Qigong and Tai Chi, we tap into the energy
field within and around us.
· This bring us into the G4 state - a higher state of consciousness where our bodies release 'happy' hormones that help us relax.
· In this state, we can harness any toxic energy that comes our way and
use it as our own strength.
· This brings us into alignment with our own inner power, calm in the
knowledge that we are connected to life-energy.
The MindFlow© Method teaches us that when we release resistance to
challenges, we stop making ourselves miserable and get into a state of
flow and deep inner peace.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• MindFlow© has a fast adoption rate within a continuously growing
community, which is expected to reach exponential growth rates. Within 2
years, 1,500 students have attended Tom's MindFlow© seminar; he has
trained 600 practitioners and 350 experts.
• Timely topic: people are feeling more stressed, angry, and anxious than
ever before. Tom's method is accessible and teaches readers how to
achieve long-term inner peace.
• Tom is an international speaker, and will be holding events in English in
the UK.
• The MindFlow© Method can be applied to many types of emotional
blocks, from anger issues to repressed trauma to anxiety and everyday
stress.
• Available for the first time in English.

AUT HOR BIOG
Tom Moegele is an author, speaker and the creator of the MindFlow©
energy healing modality. He became aware of his clairvoyant abilities as
a child but repressed these to fit in. After a career in investment banking
in London, he developed his revolutionary method known as MindFlow©
- a new understanding of stress, anxiety and emotional blocks as
doorways to an infinite source of life energy. Tom now offers private
coaching sessions and leads seminars and workshops in Germany and
internationally. www.mindflow.academy
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THE SOUL-SOARING VIRTUES OF
SEPARATION
111 Learnings to Heal Your Heart and Help
You Fly

AMY RANSOM
Reframe the narrative that a breakup is the end
of something - and instead, view it as the start of
your journey to self-realization.

DESCRIPT ION
The end of a relationship doesn't have to mean despair. Discover
how to move past separation and embrace independence,
positivity, authenticity and new beginnings.
In eight parts and 111 accessible learnings, The Soul-Soaring Virtues of
Separation combines the Law of Attraction - the idea that we can attract
positivity into our lives - and self-help with Amy's own experience to help
you find your way back home to you.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-514-2
Pub Date: 09/02/2021
RRP: £10.99

The Soul-Soaring Virtues of Separation will share how separation can
be the enabler to help you live an authentic and joyful life. This book is
for you if you're in a place of limbo on the brink of separation, you've just
separated, you're divorced and struggling to move forwards, or you're
experiencing your first heartbreak after losing the love of your life. It will
walk you through the eight stages that are present in separation Assertiveness, Motivation, Insight, Self-Expression, Uniqueness,
Independence, Awakening and New Beginnings.
Separation, in its many forms, is a heady mix of conflicting emotions,
often hitting all at once - but everyone can learn to fly and somedays
your soul will soar higher than it ever has before.

Format: 197 x 130 TPB
BIC/Subject: Family & Relationships; Separation
& Divorce; Self-Help & Personal Development
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: Blackheath, SE3

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The author has a loyal and engaged audience of 30k+ on Facebook
and 13k+ on Instagram eagerly awaiting her next book. They are women
predominantly aged 30-50 years old, with children, divorced or single
mums.
• Amy began writing her blog, Surviving Motherhood, in 2013 before selfpublishing The New Mum's Notebook - a sanity-saving journal to support
new moms - which PRH bought the world rights to, as well as the sequel,
The Not So New Mum's Notebook.
• Amy's message is uplifting and full of hope for many women who feel
that separation is a failure for them and are looking for practical advice to
move from a place of loss to a place of freedom and happiness.
• Amy regularly appears on TV and radio in the UK, including Steve
Wright on Radio 2, Radio 4's Woman's House, This Morning, BBC News,
Sky news and Channel 5.

AUT HOR BIOG
Amy Ransom is a writer, blogger and author of several books, including
The New Mum's Notebook. In 2016, she separated from her husband
after nine years of marriage and three small children. She maintains
separation has been her most positive experience yet and now works
with other women to fulfil their true potential after separation. Amy
appears regularly on UK radio and TV, including Steve Wright on radio 2,
Radio 4's Woman's House, This Morning, BBC News, Sky news and
Channel 5. www.amyransom.com
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FOCUS
Bringing Time, Energy, and Money into Flow

PEDRAM SHOJAI, O.M.D.
A step-by-step plan for mastering your time by
managing the energy economics of your health,
family, career and passions.

DESCRIPT ION
Create more time, space and ease in your life by getting clearer
on where - or what - you want to spend your energy on.
New York Times bestselling author Pedram Shojai has refined his
framework through over 15 years of coaching experience and identifying
the key elements of scientifically proven practices.
You will learn how to tend your 'Life Garden' in a 100-day plan to:
· take control of how you trade your energy and money for time
· manage your expectations for the time now versus the time to come
· allocate the time you have in order to get more
· increase your body's 'energy budget' to live your fullest life, and
· find the balance between doing versus being.
With detailed guidance and helpful exercises, you will be able to develop
a personalized plan for time management, understand its mechanisms so
that you can stick to it and allow your life's profound meaning and growth
to come to come to the forefront and thrive with abundance.
ISBN: 978-1-40196-037-7

SALES AND MARKET ING

Pub Date: 10/11/2020

• Pedram has an impressive following, with 800k email subscribers, 27.5k
Facebook fans, 30.7k YouTube subscribers and 12.4k Instagram
followers.
• The author will enact a targeted online campaign around pub date.
• Pedram is the author of the New York Times bestselling The Art of
Stopping Time (ISBN 9780718189181,14k UK sales to date).
• Timely topic: life's demands and our social, political and cultural
responsibilities have become a constant onslaught. Pedram's clear
framework for time management is what readers are looking for.
• Pedram's approach is equally practical and spiritual. He offers a holistic
framework for using real-world time to enhance spiritual fulfilment.

RRP: £19.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit: Meditation &
Visualisation; Time Management; Self-Help &
Personal Development
Extent: 240 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

AUT HOR BIOG
Pedram Shojai, O.M.D., is the founder and CEO of well.org, editor of Be
More! magazine and the New York Times bestselling author of The
Urban Monk, Rise and Shine and The Art of Stopping Time. Pedram is
the producer-director of the movie Vitality, the executive producer-writerhost for the documentaries Origins and Prosperity, the docuseries
Interconnected and two video podcast series, The Urban Monk and The
Health Bridge. In his spare time, he's also a Taoist priest, a Doctor of
Oriental Medicine, a Qi Gong Master and an old school Jedi bio-hacker
working to preserve our natural world and wake us up to our full
potential. www.theurbanmonk.com
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HUNGRY FOR HAPPINESS, REVISED
AND UPDATED
Stop Emotional Eating & Start Loving
Yourself

SAMANTHA SKELLY
Address the root causes of emotional eating
through meditation, breathwork and lessons from
author's personal journey to end the diet cycle
once and for all.

DESCRIPT ION
Stop listening to the diet industry and start listening to your own
body!
Food is fuel - not a drug to numb your emotional pain. Waking up each
morning feeling guilty about what you ate the night before and obsessing
about each and every calorie is no way to live. If you're done battling
your weight and fed up with dieting, reconnect with your intuition and
embrace your perfectly imperfect body with this practical and heartcentred guide.

ISBN: 978-1-40195-772-8
Pub Date: 29/09/2020
RRP: £15.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Eating Disorders & Therapy; Assertiveness,
Motivation & Self-Esteem
Extent: 240 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

Samantha Skelly's Hungry for Happiness programme has guided
thousands of women toward healthier relationships with food and their
bodies. Her journey from shame-filled fad-dieter to body-positive, selflove activist serves as a framework for the journal exercises, mindsetshifting practices, and meditations that guide readers along their own
path toward healing.
As you do the work of this program, you will learn to recognize your
unhealthy coping mechanisms and deconstruct the limiting narratives you
have written for yourself. Break free of binge eating and heal your
relationship with your body and the food that fuels it by uncovering the
roots of this conflict - roots that go much deeper than the foods you eat
or the number on the scale.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The topic of body-positivity and self-confidence are front and centre in
our culture at this moment and many women continue to struggle with
their relationship to food and tendency toward emotional eating.
• Samantha sold over 30k of her self-published memoir on emotional
healing through an engaged mailing list and online community. She has
78k email subscribers and 24k Facebook fans.
• Samantha is connected to many current and forthcoming Hay House
authors, as well as other influencers such as Lori Harder and Sahara
Rose.
• This book will appeal to readers interested in intuitive eating and fans of
Susan Pierce-Thompson (Bright Line Eating) and Geneen Roth (Women
Food and God).

AUT HOR BIOG
Samantha Skelly is an entrepreneur, motivational speaker, author and
emotional eating expert. In 2014, she founded Hungry for Happiness, a
movement to support women around the world who are battling
disordered eating and body image issues. She continues to spread her
message through her programme, worldwide international retreats,
motivational speaking engagements and the Hungry for Happiness
podcast. www.hungryforhappiness.com
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THETAHEALING®: YOU AND THE
CREATOR
Deepen Your Connection with the Energy of
Creation

VIANNA STIBAL
Essential ThetaHealing® handbook for
practitioners explaining how we can connect with
the Creator for spiritual elevation.

DESCRIPT ION
When we enter a theta brain state, we are able to connect to the
Creator of All That Is - in this state, we download incredible
knowledge that has the power to heal us from the inside out.
ThetaHealing is a healing modality that utilizes focused prayer in
combination with theta brain waves to enable powerful shifts in
subconscious beliefs, transforming them into positive patterns. The one
requirement that is absolute with ThetaHealing is the central belief in an
energy that flows through all beings: The Creator of All That Is.
The Creator goes by many names: God, Allah, Life Force, Yahweh,
Goddess, Holy Spirit, Jesus, Source, etc. Whatever name you use for it,
it is the driving force of all life on Earth, and the energy that we connect
to in a theta brain state to activate spiritual, emotional and physical
healing.
ISBN: 978-1-78817-453-4
Pub Date: 24/11/2020
RRP: £14.99
Format: 229 x 152 TPB
BIC/Subject: Complementary Therapies, Healing
& Health; Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice;
Chakras, Auras & Spiritual Energy
Extent: 192 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
ThetaHealing®, Hay House UK, 2020, 978-178817-374-2; Finding Your Soul Mate with
ThetaHealing®, Hay House UK, 2016, 978-178180-838-2; Seven Planes of Existence, Hay
House UK, 2016, 978-1-78180-545-9;
ThetaHealing®: Digging for Beliefs, Hay House
UK, 2019, 978-1-78817-346-9

In her first book, Vianna explained the step-by-step processes of
ThetaHealing - belief work, feeling work, digging work and gene work and offered an introduction to the seven planes of existence. In this book,
she gives detailed instructions to connect to the Creator when we have
climbed through the seven planes, and, most importantly, the fascinating
knowledge that the Creator then shares with us in that state. This
knowledge first changed Vianna's life in 1995 and has since transformed
thousands of people's lives.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• ThetaHealing has a huge global community, with 183k practitioners on
their email list. Practitioners must recertify every 4 years, so the books
remain in demand.
• Vianna also has 105k Facebook followers and her YouTube channel
has received over 4m views.
• Vianna regularly travels the world to promote her books and lead
ThetaHealing seminars. She will be returning to the UK in 2020.
• ThetaHealing has no affiliation with any particular religion and caters to
all, no matter their religion, gender, race, age or social class, and
therefore has a huge global appeal.
• Vianna's team will launch a targeted online book campaign.

AUT HOR BIOG
Vianna Stibal is an artist, writer, teacher and intuitive reader. Based in
Montana, USA, she is committed to spreading her healing paradigm
throughout the world and has trained ThetaHealing instructors and
practitioners who are working in over 180 countries. Vianna also
conducts seminars worldwide to teach people of all races, beliefs and
religions about ThetaHealing. www.thetahealing.com
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CONSCIOUSNESS RISING
Guiding You through Spiritual Awakening and
Beyond

NICKY SUTTON
Nicky Sutton offers this transformative guide to
spiritual awakening, giving advice on manifesting,
meditating and moving through any challenging
parts of the journey from awakening to rebirth.

DESCRIPT ION
A compassionate guide to the process and challenges of spiritual
awakening, from breakthrough and enlightenment to finding
peace, balance and connection with your higher self.
Many of us are seeking - consciously or unconsciously - truth, inner
peace, love, greater understanding or a profound connection to all that
is. Sometimes tumultuous life events, such as a breakup, bereavement,
accident or illness, cause a spontaneous shift within us that we're not
prepared for.
In this book, spiritual and meditation guide Nicky Sutton breaks down the
stages of a spiritual awakening and leads you full circle on your journey
from awakening to rebirth. You'll find:

ISBN: 978-1-78817-478-7
Pub Date: 23/03/2021
RRP: £12.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice; Chakras,
Auras & Spiritual Energy
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: Liverpool, UK

· transformative exercises to connect with your true self
· activating practices such as soul retrieval, inner work techniques,
intuitive development and manifesting to progress on your journey
· support and reassurance that you're not alone through real-life stories
of others' spiritual revelations
· advice on how to move through the more challenging aspects of this
inward journey
Whether your awakening is challenging, blissful or something in
between, this book can support you through awakening to a place of
peace and joy.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Nicky's meditation and spiritual guidance videos on YouTube attract
many views and she has a large, established audience of over 180k
subscribers on YouTube. Her approach to spirituality is compelling and
will appeal to many readers.
• The market is flooded with books on spiritual tools, but there is a need
for an entry-level title that explains the steps of a spiritual awakening and
how this can change your life.
• Nicky's style lends itself well to online courses, live events, meditation
audios and Summit lectures. Her voice and presence are soothing and
connect instantly with her audience.

AUT HOR BIOG
Nicky Sutton is a meditation and spiritual guide whose YouTube videos
have been viewed over 12 million times. Having found little support
during her own spiritual awakening, Nicky now devotes herself to offering
knowledge and resources to others undergoing the same transformation
towards higher consciousness. www.nickysutton.com
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THE SEVEN TYPES OF SPIRIT GUIDE
How to Connect and Communicate with Your
Cosmic Helpers

YAMILE YEMOONYAH
Discover the different types of spirit guides, how
to communicate and work with them and how
they can help you in ever y facet of life.

DESCRIPT ION
Connect with your personal team of spirit guides in the first-ever
book to look at all seven types of spirit guide in one place. Draw
on their wisdom to overcome challenges, unlock success and
achieve your dreams.
The Seven Types of Spirit Guides explores the specific characteristics,
gifts and challenges that each type of guide brings. Starting with a quiz to
discover your type of spirit guide, you will then learn how to communicate
with your spirit guides to work through any challenges - be it healing
ancestral trauma, growing your business soulfully or living a life with
purpose.
This is the first-ever exploration of seven different kinds of cosmic
helpers that have communicated with shamans, mediums, priests and
everyday people across cultures and throughout human history. This
refreshing guide reveals that the key to success lies in adapting (not
appropriating) the proven techniques developed by other spirit
communicators around the world.
ISBN: 978-1-78817-376-6
Pub Date: 13/10/2020
RRP: £12.99

This book is unique in that it not only answers the question of what spirit
guides are but helps you identify your very own team of guides. Best of
all, it reassures you that you don't need to be a shaman, witch, priest, or
other professional spirit worker, nor have any special abilities to connect
with your guides. All you need is an open mind.

Format: 216 x 135 TPB

SALES AND MARKET ING

BIC/Subject: Spirit Guides, Angels &
Channelling; Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice; Clairvoyance & Precognition

• New angle on spirit guides: Yamile had her first encounter with a spirit
guide in 2010 and has since worked with all different types. Her book is
the first to discuss how we can work respectfully with spirit guides
without appropriating other cultures.
• Yamile will be promoting the book to her swiftly growing email list,
currently at 15k subscribers.
• The author has an efficient sales funnel in place, The Spirit Guide Quiz,
which attracts 800 new email subscribers every month. She will expand
on this model to promote the book.
• The following media outlets have already agreed to work with Yamile on
her launch: SpiritGuidesMagazine.com (75k podcast subscribers),
Entheonation.com (14k subscribers), Wearesacredplanet.com (10k email
subscribers) and more.
• Yamile will launch a giveaway campaign, offering a 2-hour workshop for
pre-orders, and a dedicated Facebook campaign to promote the book.

Extent: 272 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: London

AUT HOR BIOG
Yamile Yemoonyah is a spirit guide medium, author, host of the Spirit
Guide Show podcast and founder of Spirit Guide Society. She uses her
gift of spirit communication to assist lightworkers and spirit workers who
want to make this world a more inclusive, egalitarian, and compassionate
place by teaching them how to connect and communicate with their own
personal spirit guides. www.yemoonyah.com
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SELF-DEVELOPMENT /
HEALTH / MEMOIR

BLACK GIRL IN LOVE (WITH
HERSELF)
A Guide to Self-Love, Healing, and Creating
the Life You Truly Deserve

TREY ANTHONY
Speaker, writer and producer Trey Anthony gives
her perspective on finding self-love and self-care
as a black, gay woman.

DESCRIPT ION
Therapy is not just for white women - no matter what your mama
told you!
After a lifetime of never truly relating to the personal development experts
because of the colour of her skin, Trey Anthony has written the book she
needed to read as a black, gay woman trying to navigate a world filled
with unique challenges that often acts like she doesn't exist.
On the outside Trey Anthony was the overachieving, reliable and strong
black woman she was raised to be, but on the inside the pressure of
sacrificing her own needs to please others was building. When her
grandmother and mother raised her strong, they also unknowingly taught
her that self-love and expressing emotions were weak, creating an
unhealthy dynamic that had Trey facing burnout and rock bottom.
In Black Girl in Love (with Herself), Trey breaks down the lessons and
tools that she used to heal her life, including how to:
ISBN: 978-1-78817-532-6
Pub Date: 05/01/2021
RRP: £12.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem; Coping
With Personal Problems
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

- set clear and healthy boundaries - even with the people who raised you
- quit being the family ATM
- sort out who is a real friend, and who is just there for parties and gossip
- confront micro-aggressions at work without missing a beat
- forget who black women are 'supposed' to be
- and fall in love with yourself

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Trey will be promoting the book to her email list of 10k, 20k Facebook
fans and 16k Instagram followers.
• This book shares a powerful and timely topic. Trey breaks a lot of
taboos for gay, black women, and her story is deeply relatable and
honest. She also shares actionable advice for readers in similar
positions.
• Trey is an in-demand speaker. Her yearly five empowerment events
always sell out, and her message reaches women across the globe.
• Trey will receive marketing support from Hay House and will feature in
the annual Summit - reaching millions of viewers.
• Trey independently produced and sold a journal based on the content
of this book, which sold 5k copies.

AUT HOR BIOG
Trey Anthony is an inspirational speaker, visionary coach, writer, actor
and producer, best known for her award-winning play and television
series Da Kink in My Hair and her 'A Black Girl in Love' live selfempowerment workshops in Toronto and Atlanta.
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MOVE THE NEEDLE
Yarns from an Unlikely Entrepreneur

SHELLEY BRANDER
Harness the power of 'can't' to make your
impossible dreams reality, with practical advice
from a hugely successful entrepreneur.

DESCRIPT ION
Shelley Brander was no stranger to the word 'can't'.
You can't be an athlete, you have asthma. You can't be a successful
copywriter, you're a girl. Your son has autism, he can't be cured. You
can't make a living with yarn. But she proved all her detractors wrong
when she opened Loops, a local yarn store in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in 1994.
Since then, Loops has thrived, expanding from a single storefront to a
global creative brand with a passionate and active membership
community of knitters, crocheters, and crafters.
This book is about harnessing 'the power of can't' to pursue your life's
passions - both personal and professional - no matter how weird or
impossible they may seem. We're still living in a time where the
entrepreneurial maker is too often told, 'You can't make a business out of
that', but in this book you will learn how to turn your can'ts into cans and:

ISBN: 978-1-40196-055-1
Pub Date: 12/01/2021
RRP: £15.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Advice On Careers & Achieving Success;
Entrepreneurship
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

· make your creative side hustle your main gig
· celebrate creativity and experimentation
· accept failure as a part of the process
· have hope against the odds
· surround yourself with supportive people
· cut ties with those who weigh you down
· believe in you and your weird, impossible dream!

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The author has a very loyal audience and will be promoting her book to
her 90k email subscribers.
• The author is a savvy marketeer: she worked for a number of branding
agencies as creative director and broadcast producer, and is a member
of Jeff Walker's mastermind group, giving her access to a large pool of
successful entrepreneurs.
• Shelley's story is very relatable - a working mother striving to launch her
passion business - and will speak to a growing demographic of people
looking for greater career satisfaction and work-life balance.
• Contains lots of practical tips for budding entrepreneurs, especially on
balancing family and work.

AUT HOR BIOG
After a successful career as a copywriter and broadcast producer,
creating campaigns for brands like AT&T and Hard Rock, Shelley
Brander followed her passion and started an improbable 'side hustle' she opened a local yarn store. She and her team of Loops Troops have
since grown Loops into a global brand that's on the forefront of the
modern maker movement, and includes LoopsClub, LoopsMembers.com
and Knit Stars, a global, online learning adventure. She's on a mission to
Knit the World Together. www.loopslove.com
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THE HIDDEN POWER OF EMOTIONS
How to Activate Your Energy Field and
Transform Your Life

MELANIE DEAN, PH.D.
Use the tangible energy of thoughts and feelings
inside your body to manifest into real-world
happiness, abundance and success.

DESCRIPT ION
Do you ever wonder why things turn out the way they do? Have
you questioned whether you have the power to create the reality
you want or assumed that it's all just down to luck? Can wishful
thinking manifest into reality?
Psychologist Melanie Dean, PhD explores how feelings:
- are particles of matter that have weight
- are more powerful than thoughts
- create energy particles that connect with similar energy outside of
themselves
- can be purposefully directed to bring you what they desire
The Law of Attraction has quantum power at its metaphysical core.
Through real-life examples, actionable tips, elucidating illustrations and
step-by-step instructions, you will unlock the science of your personal
power and achieve your goals.

SALES AND MARKET ING
ISBN: 978-1-78817-510-4
Pub Date: 17/11/2020
RRP: £12.99
Format: 229 x 152 TPB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Psychology: Emotions; Popular Psychology

• This book explores the evergreen topics of manifestation and the Law
of Attraction with a pop psychology perspective. It explains how
manifestation works, backed up by science.
• Manifestation books and the Law of Attraction are perennial topics with
a consistent audience.
• Simple illustrations and snackable tips support a doable step-by-step
plan for success and personal improvement.
• Will appeal to the specialist press.

Extent: 256 pages

AUT HOR BIOG

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

Melanie Dean, PhD is a psychologist who has spent her career helping
people work with their thoughts and feelings to achieve their own
personal goals. She is on the board of Unity World Headquarters. She
lives in Kansas City, Missouri. www.melaniedean.com

Author Lives: USA
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WORTH
An Inspiring True Story of Abandonment,
Exile, Inner Strength and Belonging

BHARTI DHIR
The memoir of an African-Asian woman adopted
into a Punjabi, Sikh family, and her stor y of
overcoming racism, sexism, health problems and
escaping Uganda after the expelling of Asians
from the countr y in 1972.

DESCRIPT ION
This powerful memoir of overcoming abandonment,
discrimination and adversity will inspire you to find strength from
within, nurture your self-worth and shape your own destiny.
Bharti Dhir faced many challenges in her childhood that could have
broken her. As a baby, she was abandoned at a bus stop in Uganda
before being adopted by Punjabi-Sikh parents. Growing up as a biracial,
female child and a refugee, she experienced an insidious chain of racism
and sexism in her community. She remembers the horrific moment in
1972 when Idi Amin expelled Asians from Uganda, and her adoptive
mother refused, at gunpoint, to abandon Bharti as they fled the country.
From these experiences, she learnt to gather strength from within and
fight for her worth and true purpose.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-485-5
Pub Date: 09/03/2021
RRP: £12.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB

Throughout her struggles, Bharti retained faith in a divine power within all
of us, an unseen force that gives us strength, protects us and loves us
unconditionally. When she developed an incurable skin condition that
nearly killed her at 15 years old, she managed to find her own path
through the fear and prejudice. Years later, now living in the UK and
qualified as a social worker, Bharti adopted a daughter of her own and
found her true purpose. In Worth, she encourages us to reach within
ourselves and embark on a journey to find our own resilience, strength
and self-worth.

BIC/Subject: Memoirs; Biography & True Stories; In this sometimes heart-wrenching memoir, an uplifting message shines
True Stories Of Heroism, Endurance & Survival
through: Bharti reminds us that we're all worthy, no matter who we are or
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: Reading, UK

what we've experienced, and that we can lead a full, joyous life, no
matter what it throws at us.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Bharti gives an inspirational message of hope and resilience. She
opens up about her unique struggles, including racism and feelings of
abandonment, but also how she overcame them and how others can use
the same mindset and techniques to overcome their own obstacles.
• Bharti is a qualified social worker in the UK and has years of experience
in coaching and counselling. She has both the personal experience and
professional insight to talk about trauma and PTSD.
• Bharti's incredible true story is a page-turner about overcoming
incredible odds and coming out stronger.

AUT HOR BIOG
Bharti Dhir is a writer and a qualified social worker specializing in child
protection. She was born in Uganda and adopted by an Asian family at a
time when adoption was taboo; the family later fled the country after the
expulsion of Asians in 1972. Bharti now lives in Reading, UK, with her
adopted daughter.
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INFLUENTIAL WOMAN
A Fresh Approach to Tackling Inequality and
Leading Change at Work

DION JOHNSON
A call for women leaders to harness their faith to
transform the world of business and cultivate a
more diverse, supportive system.

DESCRIPT ION
Women around the globe are being divinely called to change the
world through a new kind of leadership - it's time for us to wake
up, arise and birth a spiritual revival in business.
Why are we still seeing gender pay gaps and a lack of diversity in our
workforces? We all know these systemic inequalities persist, so why
haven't we fixed them yet? These are tough questions, but Influential
Woman offers the framework for women to harness their faith to radically
transform business as a phenomenal force for good.
Dion Johnson has excelled in her field as a black woman in a white man's
world; facially disfigured in a beauty-obsessed world; a Christian woman
in a secular world. She is passionate about tackling inequality across all
sectors and spreading the message that women leaders are being
divinely called by God to use our influence to initiate the change we want
to see in our world.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-401-5
Pub Date: 24/11/2020
RRP: £12.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB
BIC/Subject: Management: Leadership &
Motivation; Gender Studies: Women; Self-Help &
Personal Development
Extent: 240 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: London, UK

Written for the successful woman who feels too small to dismantle the
patriarchal systems, Influential Woman has the power to spark a spiritual
revolution that will change the way we lead and do business.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Dion Johnson works only with women in senior leadership in business
across all types of industries. She is highly connected in the world of
businesswomen and will have no trouble receiving endorsements for her
book.
• Dion is launching The Influence Academy, a two-day symposium for
women in senior leadership on the Influential Woman path. The book will
be purchased as part of the ticket cost for each attendee and Dion will
tour around the UK with TIA.
• Dion was born black in a white world, a woman in a man's world,
Christian in a secular world, and disfigured, but has overcome huge odds
to become a leader in her field. Readers will find inspiration in her
strength and faith.
• Dion's core message is about bringing one's essence to the workplace
to lead from a place of spirituality, connectedness and love.

AUT HOR BIOG
Dion Johnson is the Womanologist, a multi-award winning women's
champion with diversity, inclusion and authentic feminine influence at the
heart of her work. Dion is an international strategic ally and master coach
to women in senior leadership, whose clients include chief executives,
directors and heads of departments across industries. She knows that
when these women truly thrive, so do boards, organizations, industries
and, ultimately, our world. Dion uses her powerful insights as a black,
Christian, facially different woman to challenge and change inner
narratives about what it means to be a credible influencer in today's fastchanging business marketplace. www.thewomanologist.com
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Pub Date: 16/03/2021
RRP: £21.99
Format: 229 x 152 HB
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Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: New York

RISK FORWARD
How Not Knowing What You Want to Achieve
is the Secret to Creating Your Life's Best
Work

VICTORIA LABALME
Think Daring Greatly meets The War of Art: a
guide for entrepreneurs to embrace uncertainty
and engage their brilliance, using principles from
the performing arts to guide their next move in
work and life.

DESCRIPT ION
Every entrepreneur is in search of inspiration - an innovative idea
to elevate their business. Discover how to embrace uncertainty,
trust your intuition and achieve success.
Presentation strategist and performing artist Victoria Labalme has worked
with over 700 organizations, entrepreneurs running multimillion-dollar
businesses and Hollywood celebrities - and she's found that some of the
most successful companies and creative endeavours didn't start with a
plan or a goal. They started with an idea and figured out the next steps
as they went.
Risk Forward helps you do the same in your own life and work, giving
you the permission not to know exactly where you're heading. Victoria
uses principles drawn from the performing arts to prove that uncertainty
is not the enemy, but a crucial step on the path, and to show that even
when your plans and goals aren't clear, you can follow your curiosity,
interests and ideas forward. You'll learn how to:
· Discover the 'noble intent' behind your work
· Follow 'the idea that leads to the idea'
· Trust your own internal timing
· Listen to others - but not too much
· Defy your category while remaining within it
'Some people in life know exactly what they want to achieve,' Victoria
writes. 'Risk Forward is for the rest of us.'

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Victoria Labalme is a gifted speaker invited to keynotes as well as TEDx
events. She also hosts her own Rock the Room Live events for
audiences of up to 30K a year.
• Victoria's clients include C-suite executives at companies like IBM,
Starbucks, Microsoft, PayPal, Polycom, top teams at Fortune 100
companies, Hollywood celebrities, thought leaders appearing on Oprah
and in PBS specials and New York Times bestselling authors.
• Victoria can count on support from leaders in business, the arts, and
more - from Frank Oz and Steven Pressfield to Ryan Levesque, Joe
Polish and Annie Hyman Pratt.
• The challenges of uncertainty are front and centre for countless readers
in these times.

AUT HOR BIOG
Victoria Labalme helps leaders and organizations to awaken their
Hidden Genius and gain competitive advantage to achieve sustainable
growth through a blend of business and art. Victoria is the secret weapon
to genius-level performance at leading brands such as Starbucks and
Microsoft. VictoriaLabalme.com and rocktheroom.com
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THE CANCER MISFIT
A Guide to Navigating Life After Treatment

SASKIA LIGHTSTAR
You've sur vived cancer - now what? This book is
your spiritual companion on your post-cancer
journey.

DESCRIPT ION
This unique and empowering companion looks beyond surviving
cancer treatment to help you begin to heal spiritually and
emotionally, and embrace your new future.
The Cancer Misfit is a book to help survivors navigate life after
treatment. It is a life raft to carry and support when doctors, friends and
family have gone 'back to normal' and assumed the survivor can do the
same. It is a declaration that your best life and most beautiful self was not
the person you were before the diagnosis, but the person you are today;
that you have become even more powerful because of the hell you went
through, and that the greatest chapter of your life is yet to come.
After the initial diagnosis, the focus is wholly on cancer. Then the
treatment stops and some survivors struggle to move on, feeling like
they've been left in limbo; stuck in a no man's land between who they
used to be before the diagnosis and who they are today. This is how
Saskia felt after she was given the 'all clear': she was a Cancer Misfit,
recovered physically, but spiritually and emotionally still healing. The
journey she went on informed the pathway towards healing and rebirth
she shares in this book.
ISBN: 978-1-78817-400-8
Pub Date: 02/02/2021
RRP: £12.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB

The Cancer Misfit will help survivors to let go of what was, and to
embrace what is and what will be. The book will introduce them to the
person they have become and show them the way to embrace their new
life and live their greatest chapter yet.

SALES AND MARKET ING
BIC/Subject: Women's Health; Complementary
Therapies, Healing & Health; Self-Help & Personal • Cancer books are either inspirational survival memoirs or informative,
how-to-survive-cancer type books. This book is for the survivors who,
Development
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: London

now they have taken care of their physical health, want to focus on their
spiritual and personal development post-treatment.
• Saskia speaks from personal experience. She recovered from breast
cancer treatment only to find that, on the inside, she wasn't back to
normal and needed spiritual help to find a new path for herself.
• Saskia's affiliates include @girlvscancer (45k Instagram followers),
@futuredreamscharity (12k) and Emilee Garfield from
@cancersavedmylife (16.8k).
• Saskia's personality is 'sex, cancer, rock 'n roll', a fresh and unique
voice in the cancer sphere that combines fierce with faith.

AUT HOR BIOG
Saskia Lightstar is a cancer survivor, a spiritual teacher, an energy
healer and an inspirational speaker. It took a cancer diagnosis for her to
find the willingness to venture down a spiritual path and become the
happiest version of herself she has ever known. She is now a qualified
integrated life coach, counsellor and ordained One Spirit interfaith
minister, as well as all-round happiness and self-love ninja. She can
usually be found roaming the forests of London with her French bulldogs.
www.saskialightstar.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-497-8

SECRETS OF SPACE CLEARING

Pub Date: 26/01/2021

Achieve Inner and Outer Harmony through
Energy Work, Decluttering, and Feng Shui

RRP: £12.99
Format: 229 x 152 TPB
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit; Feng Shui;
Complementary Therapies, Healing & Health

DENISE LINN

Extent: 257 pages

A comprehensive and practical guide to
transforming the energy in any environment
through both modern and traditional methods.

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

DESCRIPT ION

Author Lives: Lakeport, CA
Previous Titles:
Kindling the Native Spirit, Hay House, 2018, 9781-40194-592-3; Energy Strands, Hay House,
2018, 978-1-40195-058-3

Learn how to combine practical techniques with ancient ritual to
transform, cleanse and balance the energy in your environment
through feng shui, crystals and more.
Space clearing is the art of cleansing and harmonizing the energy within
an environment. This practice not only has the power to make your home
feel good, but also help those within to feel more positive and energetic,
to bring balance to relationships, and to remove blocks for increased
abundance, creativity and wellbeing.
In this comprehensive guide, internationally bestselling author and
originator of the term 'space clearing', Denise Linn, distils more than 45
years of experience as a leading authority in energy healing to guide you
through ancient rituals and modern techniques for regaining control of
the energy in any environment, including your home and body.
Denise channels the wisdom of her Native American lineage to teach you
how to to transform any space using feng shui, clutter clearing, prayer,
crystals, essential oils, mystic mudras, holy water, pendulums and more.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Denise has more than 45 years of experience in space clearing, and in
fact originated the term "space clearing" in the 1970s.
• Denise has a unique take on multiple topics and expertly guides the
reader through letting go of physical and emotional clutter, working with
crystals and essential oils, and energetic space clearing.
• The author's courses on space clearing and clutter clearing are among
the most popular at Hay House University. For the three launches of the
clutter course, we've had 184K people opt in to the free series
beforehand. For the two space clearing courses, about 90K people opted
in to the free series beforehand.

AUT HOR BIOG
Denise Linn is an internationally renowned teacher in the field of selfdevelopment. She has written 19 books, which are available in 29
languages, including the international bestseller Sacred Space and the
award-winning Feng Shui for the Soul. Denise has appeared in
numerous documentaries and television shows worldwide and gives
seminars throughout the world. For information about her workshops and
lectures visit www.deniselinn.com
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THE RED JOURNAL
Track Your Period, Sync with Your Cycle, and
Unlock Your Monthly Superpowers

LISA LISTER
A tracker and guide to understanding your
menstrual cycle with the moon phases.

DESCRIPT ION
This holistic and natural tool helps you to chart your menstrual
cycle and develop a personalized self-care manual for your
emotional, physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing.
Charting your cycle will provide you with powerful self-knowledge. Over
the course of 13 months - and moon cycles - you'll develop your own
unique-to-you self-help and self-care manual of your physical, emotional,
mental and spiritual needs.
With this beautifully designed journal, you'll learn to:
- track and chart your menstrual cycle using symbols
- notice and make sense of your physical symptoms ('light flow today')
and emotional responses ('trackies + pjs day')
- understand how the rhythms of nature affect your flow and feelings
- repair your broken cycle by connecting to it intuitively and holistically

ISBN: 978-1-78817-552-4
Pub Date: 29/12/2020
RRP: £12.99
Format: 190 x 130 FB
BIC/Subject: Women's Health; Self-Help &
Personal Development; Complementary
Therapies, Healing & Health
Extent: 264 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Portsmouth, UK
Previous Titles:
Love Your Lady Landscape, Hay House UK,
2016, 978-1-78180-736-1; Love Your Lady
Landscape, Hay House UK, 2016, 978-1-78180736-1; Witch, Hay House UK, 2017, 978-178180-754-5; Witch, Hay House UK, 2017, 9781-78180-754-5

Through 13 circular menstrual charts, you will begin to notice and
understand the patterns of your cycle, even if they are irregular, and gain
a deeper understanding of the magic happening inside your body. Each
cycle chapter includes thoughtful questions to answer and sections for
you to personalize and express how you have felt in that month.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• This is the first tracker of its kind to feature so much authoritative
information on how and why women should track their menstrual cycle.
Lisa's readers have been asking for this product for a long time.
• There is a gap in the market for a personalised, non-digital period
tracker (following controversy about data-harvesting by period apps).
• Unlike popular period tracker apps, Lisa's journal offers a more holistic
and natural tool for charting cycles with the moon phases - something
many women are interested in.
• Lisa will promote the journal along with her book on menstruation, Code
Red, to her 30k+ email subscribers and 37k+ Instagram followers.
• 'Lisa Lister is an uber-goddess of humour, wisdom, fun and cheek.
She's just what THIS doctor ordered.' - Dr Christiane Northrup

AUT HOR BIOG
Lisa Lister is a writer and a menstrual, fertility and reproductive health
practitioner. She is the founder of the SHE Flow system, which invites
women to celebrate the fiercely feminine, sensual pleasure of being a
woman through movement, massage, mysteries and magic. Lisa is
dedicated to helping women crack their lady code, reconnect with their
body wisdom, and love their lady landscape. www.thesassyshe.com
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TURN AUTISM AROUND
An Action Guide for Parents of Young
Children with Early Signs of Autism

MARY LYNCH BARBERA, PH.D., RN, BCBA-D
The first book of its kind that calls attention to
an important fact: parents can make a
tremendous impact on their child through
behavioural practices taught at home.

DESCRIPT ION
This practical guide for parents of young children with autism or
developmental delays outlines simple and effective practices for
developing communication, social and behavioural skills.
Developmental delays and signs of autism usually show up before 18
months of age. This book is for parents of young children aged one-tofive years who are passionate about helping their child as well as
learning how they can return their lives to as much normalcy as possible.
This book introduces a novel approach to teaching children with
developmental delays that uses the science of Applied Behaviour
Analysis (ABA) but marries it with a positive, child-friendly methodology
that any parent can use - whether or not their child has delays - to learn
communication skills and socialisation strategies, as well as tackle sleep,
eating, toileting and behaviour challenges in a positive, effective and
lasting way.
ISBN: 978-1-40196-147-3
Pub Date: 30/03/2021
RRP: £21.99

This book will educate parents that they can't afford to wait and empower
them to regain hope and take back control with simple practices they can
implement themselves - even 15 minutes a day - to dramatically improve
outcomes for their children.

Format: 229 x 152 HB

SALES AND MARKET ING

BIC/Subject: Family & Relationships; Child &
Developmental Psychology; Child Care &
Upbringing

• Mary has an engaged audience. She had approximately 1 million page
views on her website in 2019 and has an 80K+ strong email list that is
growing at a rate of 3K per month.
• This book will be published in time for Autism Awareness Month in April
as well as World Autism Day also in April.
• With 1 in 6 children diagnosed with a developmental disorder, this book
targets an audience of millions of parents, teachers and concerned
relatives.
• Children who don't have an autism diagnosis can also benefit from the
exercises and strategies in this book. This is also helpful for ADHD, other
delays such as speech delay, sensory processing issues, attention
issues and/or excessive tantrums.
• The book shares the title with one of her courses directed toward
parents of toddlers and pre-schoolers as well as her podcast, which has
more than 170K downloads since releasing weekly episodes starting in
January 2018.

Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Wyomissing, PA
Previous Titles:
The Verbal Behavior Approach, Jessica Kingsley
Publishers, 2007, 978-1-84310-852-8

AUT HOR BIOG
Mary Barbera PhD, RN, BCBA-D is an 'Autism Mom', behaviour analyst
and bestselling author of The Verbal Behavior Approach: How to Teach
Children with Autism and Related Disorders, which has sold more than
50,000 copies and has been translated into 13 languages.
turnautismaround.com
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FOUR GIFTS OF THE HIGHLY
SENSITIVE
Embrace the Science of Sensitivity, Heal
Anxiety and Relationships, and Connect
Deeply with Your World

COURTNEY MARCHESANI
Maximize your unique gift of empathy and
intuition by utilizing the science of sensitivity and
learning new coping skills.

DESCRIPT ION
Are you often told that you are too sensitive? Can you intuit things
before they happen? Are you an introvert who cares deeply about
the people and places around you?
Using a new and specialized framework for understanding empaths and
sensitive individuals, integrative health coach Courtney Marchesani
demystifies the science of sensitivity to help you maximize your gifts of
empathy, intuition, vision and expression. Her insightful sensitivity quiz
will help you to recognize where your strengths lie, while her Mind-Body
Method will help you to heal from the past and current trauma affecting
your sensory processing and employ coping skills to manage what can
be an overwhelming onslaught of intense emotions and sensations.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-534-0

Allow your sensory intelligence to shine and relish your profound ability
to connect with the world by recognizing and honoring your unique gift of
sensitivity.

Pub Date: 16/02/2021
RRP: £12.99
Format: 229 x 152 PB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem;
Psychology: Emotions
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: USA

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Introverts and empaths continue to show healthy buying power.
Following the success of Quiet, books on introverts, empaths and highly
sensitive individuals have continued to thrive in the marketplace.
• The book includes an insightful sensitivity quiz that helps you to focus
on the information and coping skills most relevant to your sensitivity type.
• The author is an active speaker and coach, and works with Hay House
during Writer's Workshops events, which expose her to hundreds of
potential readers at each event.

AUT HOR BIOG
Courtney Marchesani is an integrative health coach, intuitive and
healer with an M.S. in Mind-Body Medicine. She lives in Anchorage,
Alaska. www.inspiredpotentials.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-150-3
Pub Date: 30/03/2021
RRP: £19.99

A LITTLE BOOK OF DAILY
ABUNDANCE
DANETTE MAY

Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Self-Help & Personal Development;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice;
Assertiveness, Motivation & Self-Esteem
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
The Rise, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40195621-9; The Rise, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-140195-621-9

A daily devotional for manifesting peace and
abundance in a bright, friendly and digestible
package by a renowned motivational speaker.

DESCRIPT ION
Have you been hungry for ways to bring peace, purpose and
prosperity into your daily life? Are you ready to manifest
abundance in all aspects of your life with ease and
encouragement?
A Little Book of Daily Abundance offers you insight, wisdom, and
inspiration in nugget-sized takeaways that will resonate with you each
and every day of the year. From health to wealth to families to
relationships to work, this devotional offers you the inspirational stories
and quotes alongside practical tools and exercises to support your
profound connections with your spirit and yourself.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Danette will promote the book to her audience: 1.5m email subscribers,
1.8m Facebook fans, 118k Instagram followers and 94.8k YouTube
subscribers.
• This book is written in Danette's trademark direct, encouraging, positive
tone, and is ideal for readers seeking to manifest their goals.
• Danette has been featured in The Huffington Post, Access Hollywood
Live, Hallmark Home & Family, CBS Los Angeles, Self Magazine and
Women's Health. She has extensive contacts in the media.
• Danette is planning a book launch tour of more than 50 well-known
podcasts.
• Devotionals and manifestation books are trending now as people are
seeking more and more spiritual solutions to their feelings of loneliness,
anxiety, lack of purpose and unhappiness.

AUT HOR BIOG
Danette May is the founder of Mindful Health, LLC, and The Rise
movement. She is the author of The Rise, and a world-renowned
motivational speaker and former celebrity fitness trainer, as well as a wife
and mother. She has shared her unique, inspiring message on such
places as Access Hollywood, Hallmark Home & Family and CBS.
www.danettemay.com
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EXHAUSTED
How to Revitalize, Restore, and Renew Your
Energy

NICK POLIZZI AND PEDRAM SHOJAI, O.M.D.
Companion to the docuseries of the same name,
co-written by NYT bestselling author of The
Urban Monk about chronic fatigue and burnout.

DESCRIPT ION
You can't run on a deficit of energy and expect to feel well - yet
that is what we've come to expect from ourselves, and burnout is
becoming an epidemic. But what if you had a simple road map to
reclaiming your health and vibrancy?
Nick Polizzi, author of The Sacred Science, and Pedram Shojai, New
York Times bestselling author of The Urban Monk and The Art of
Stopping Time, provide:
- wisdom from the top scientists, physicians, naturopaths, herbalists and
experts in traditional healing practices
- a concise nuts-and-bolts understanding of what energy is and how we
use it
- an exploration of the key areas in which we have been depriving our
body of energy, from our gut to immune system to hormones to sleep
patterns
ISBN: 978-1-40195-900-5
Pub Date: 08/09/2020
RRP: £20.99

Polizzi and Shojai offer methods for evaluation for your individual needs
and remedies for whole-body healing that are both safe and easy. By
perking yourself up with optimal energy from the essential parts of your
body and life, you'll be able to find the rest you have been so desperately
seeking.

Format: 229 x 152 HB
BIC/Subject: Popular Medicine & Health; Sleep
Disorders & Therapy; Complementary Therapies,
Healing & Health
Extent: 240 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The authors have a combined email list of 800k to which they will
promote the book, as well as 30k YouTube subscribers and 27.5k
Facebook followers.
• Exhausted ties into a docuseries of the same name that will be released
in August 2020, which will drive demand for this companion book.
• A feeling of fatigue from every angle permeates our culture, and this
book distils the essential areas to address to feel revitalized with clear,
actionable solutions.
• Pedram Shojai is the author of the New York Times bestselling The
Urban Monk, and he has a strong following through well.org.

AUT HOR BIOG
Nick Polizzi is the founder of the website The Sacred Science, director
of the feature documentary by the same name, and author of the book
based on the film. Nick's mission as host and executive producer of the
docuseries Remedy: Ancient Medicines for Modern Illness is to honour,
preserve and share powerful, evidence-based healing technologies with
those who have been failed by modern medicine.
www.thesacredscience.com
Pedram Shojai is the founder and CEO of well.org, editor of Be More!
magazine and the New York Times bestselling author of The Urban
Monk, Rise and Shine and The Art of Stopping Time. Pedram is the
producer-director of the movie Vitality, the executive producer-writer-host
for the documentaries Origins and Prosperity and the docuseries
Interconnected. In his spare time, he's also a Taoist priest, a Doctor of
Oriental Medicine and a Qi Gong Master. www.theurbanmonk.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40195-902-9

TRAUMA

Pub Date: 09/02/2021

Healing Your Past to Find Freedom Now

RRP: £20.99

NICK POLIZZI AND PEDRAM SHOJAI

Format: 216 x 135 HB

DESCRIPT ION

BIC/Subject: Trauma & Shock; Complementary
Nick Polizzi, author of The Sacred Science, and Pedram Shojai OMD
Therapies, Healing & Health; Self-Help & Personal and New York Times bestselling author of The Urban Monk and The
Development
Art of Stopping Time, turn over every stone in their exploration of
Extent: 257 pages

humanity's different methods for dealing with trauma.

Territorial Rights: World

From traditional remedies and Chinese medicine to TFT EMDR to brain
technology and hypnotherapy, humanity has constantly been working to
find a way to heal from one of the most common causes of pain in our
lives. Polizzi and Shojai offer methods for evaluation for your individual
needs and remedies for whole-body healing that are both safe and easy
and supportive of your own personal journey, no matter its shape or
structure.

Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
The Sacred Science, Hay House UK, 2019, 9781-78180-825-2; Exhausted, Hay House UK,
2020, 978-1-40195-900-5

Whether it's from emotional, psychological or physical abuse, from an
accident or major injury, one episode or recurring, unresolved trauma
affects millions of modern adults as they go about their daily lives. Our
society is suffering from this invisible and isolating cage, and it is only
with self-recognition and a determination to thrive that we will be able to
find the healing we both seek and deserve.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Pedram Shojai is world-renowned in the mind-body-spirit sphere and
has 800k email subscribers.
• Trauma ties into a docuseries of the same name that will be released in
January 2021, which will drive demand for this companion book.
• The interest in material on trauma is growing strongly and this book
should appeal to readers of the bestselling title The Body Keeps the
Score.
• Pedram is a New York Times bestselling author; his name carries
weight and, consequently, this book will receive guaranteed PR
coverage.

AUT HOR BIOG
Nick Polizzi is the founder of the website and blog The Sacred Science,
director of the feature documentary by the same name and author of the
book based on the film. He is a producer and director of documentaries
about holistic alternatives to conventional medicine.
www.thesacredscience.com
Pedram Shojai OMD is the founder and CEO of well.org, editor of Be
More! magazine and the New York Times bestselling author of The
Urban Monk, Rise and Shine and The Art of Stopping Time. Pedram
also hosts two video podcast series: The Urban Monk and The Health
Bridge. www.theurbanmonk.com
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Your 40-Day Transformation
Get Your Health Back, Naturally
Janella Purcell
Janella Purcell, one of Australia’s foremost authorities on
natural health and healing, provides a comprehensive
to restore vibrant health.

DESCRIPTION
There is a vast amount of confusing health advice available today.
What are the best foods to eat?
What are the best lifestyle choices for you to make?
What if there was a way to restore, revive and reboot your wellbeing
and get back to feeling good, naturally?
Janella Purcell, one of Australia’s foremost authorities on natural health and
healing, has created a comprehensive guide to rediscovering your vibrant
health.
21st century health conditions are complex, and need to be treated with greater
understanding and care. You may have tried searching for answers and
experimented with all sorts of different remedies, and yet you still don’t feel well.
ISBN: 9781401959708
January 02, 2020
Page count: 360
Subject: Health

Drawing on her years of experience as a nutritionist, naturopath and wholefood
chef, Janella offers simple and approachable information on the many health
challenges women are facing, and the natural solutions to treat them.
When we allow our bodies time and the right circumstances to do its job, healing
will most often occur naturally. Your 40-Day Transformation offers a reset
program that includes recipes, monthly planners and strategies to achieve your
optimal health. You will finally know what’s beneficial to your wellbeing and be
on track to becoming a more vibrant, healthy and happier you.

SALES AND MARKETING
•

•

•
•
•

Well-known and respected author: Janella has a career spanning over
two decades and she is highly regarded as a naturopath, herbalist and
nutritionist. She is a familiar face in Australia, with television (Good Chef,
Bad Chef), radio and print media exposure.
Strong and loyal following: Janella reaches a highly engaged audience
of over 85k on social media. Her core audience is women 35-65, the target
reader of this book and also the principal demographic of the Hay House
list.
Relatable and insightful: drawing on the author’s professional
experience, and her personal heal challenges, this is a comprehensive
guide to 21st-century health challenges for the modern woman.
Short chapter format: Provides a wealth of knowledge, packaged in
accessible chapters.
Practical: the latter part of the book covers the 40-day program, designed
to reset your health. This includes dozens of recipes for every meal, as well
as a monthly planner.

AUTHOR BIOG
Janella Purcell is a pioneer of the Natural Health and Wellness industry who
has worked tirelessly over the years to bring her formidable knowledge to the
mainstream. She is a respected Naturopath, Herbalist and Nutritionist with 20
years of clinical experience. Janella was recently awarded a Fellowship
from The National Naturopaths and Herbalist Association of Australia
(NHAA) for her service to the industry over the past 2 decades.
Website: www.janellapurcell.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-450-3

FROM CLUTTER TO CLARITY

Pub Date: 29/12/2020

Clean Up Your Mindset to Clear Out Your
Clutter

RRP: £12.99
Format: 229 x 152 TPB

KERRI RICHARDSON

BIC/Subject: Home & House Maintenance; SelfHelp & Personal Development; Lifestyle, Sport &
Leisure

Clear out your emotional clutter for lasting
decluttering of your home in this follow-up to
What Your Clutter Is Tr ying to Tell You.

Extent: 257 pages

DESCRIPT ION

Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA

What causes the clutter in your home? Too little time and not
enough space are common enough culprits, but are they actually
the root sources?

Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
What Your Clutter Is Trying to Tell You, Hay
House UK, 2017, 978-1-78817-070-3

In the follow-up to her Wall Street Journal bestselling book What Your
Clutter Is Trying to Tell You, decluttering expert, lifestyle designer and
coach Kerri Richardson helps you to:
· address limiting beliefs and behaviours that can manifest into specific
types of clutter
· clear out your emotional obstacles in order to reclaim your personal
space
· manifest your newfound mental clarity into physical reality through
practical, actionable exercises.
From tackling perfectionism to procrastination to toxic relationships,
Kerri's straightforward advice will help you to finally clear those stubborn
stacks and piles, providing a clean start for you to transform both your
home and your life.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Clutter and home organisation is still a massive topic following the
success of Marie Kondo's The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up.
Aspirational titles about decluttering are perennial sellers.
• The author's first book was a Wall Street Journal bestseller and sold
well internationally, with 52k e-book copies sold.
• The author will promote the new book to her thriving membership site
and her email list of 7k.
• Will appeal to readers aged 30+, home owners, urban dwellers
struggling to create a home in small, cramped apartments; fans of Marie
Kondo and the minimalist trends.

AUT HOR BIOG
Kerri Richardson is a lifestyle designer and trained coach with more
than 15 years of experience and the author of What Your Clutter Is
Trying to Tell You. She has worked with thousands of people throughout
her career, helping them to identify and eliminate the clutter in their lives
and challenging them to play bigger, shatter expectations and fulfil their
vision. Her work has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Boston
Magazine, The New York Times and the Daily Mail.
www.kerririchardson.com
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HEALING THE PROSTATE
The Best Holistic Methods to Treat the
Prostate and Other Common Male-Related
Conditions

DR. MARK STENGLER
A practical, integrative guide to prostate health,
incl. holistic therapies for prostate cancer, BPH,
prostatitis and bladder function.

DESCRIPT ION
Discover holistic therapies for optimal prostate health - from
managing prostate cancer to prostatitis.
For all its many important functions, the prostate gland can become a
health curse to many men, young and old. Common prostate conditions
include:
- benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH)
- prostate cancer
- prostatitis
- testosterone deficiency
- erectile dysfunction
While conventional therapies exist for all these conditions, scientific
studies have demonstrated that a comprehensive, integrative or holistic
approach to healing can dramatically reduce risk and/or decrease
negative side effects and symptoms.
ISBN: 978-1-78817-533-3
Pub Date: 19/01/2021
RRP: £12.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB
BIC/Subject: Men's Health; Popular Medicine &
Health; Complementary Therapies, Healing &
Health
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
Outside the Box Cancer Therapies, Hay House
UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-460-4; Outside the Box
Cancer Therapies, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-140195-460-4

Mark Stengler, NMD, draws upon his over 25 years of expertise in
naturopathic medicine and holistic hormone therapies to provide a
comprehensive approach to optimal prostate health, including a focus on
bladder function, hormone balance and a thorough exploration of
prostate cancer diagnosis, treatment options and holistic support. By
thoroughly addressing these key aspects of the genitourinary system,
you will be able to discover optimal prostate health and functionality.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Dr Stengler has a large and loyal email list of 700k to which he will
promote the book. His newsletter is immensely popular.
• Prostate health continues to be a strong area of niche interest, where
the most successful books in the category are older texts or new editions
of older texts. There is a need for a new guide to holistic prostate health.
• Dr Stengler offers practical naturopathic guidance that is realistic to the
fact that many readers will have gone or are undergoing traditional
cancer and hormone treatments.
• This book checks all the boxes for an easy-to-reference yet
comprehensive integrative prostate health book.

AUT HOR BIOG
Dr Mark Stengler is a naturopathic medical doctor who is in private
practice in Encinitas, CA. He is the co-author of Outside the Box Cancer
Therapies and the author of more than 30 books, including Prescription
for Natural Cures and The Natural Physician's Healing Therapies. Dr
Stengler is the author of 'Health Revelations', one of America's most
popular health newsletters. He has an expertise in combining the best of
conventional and natural medicine for his patients and readers.
www.markstengler.com
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ISBN: 978-1-40196-194-7

BEAT CANCER DAILY

Pub Date: 27/10/2020

365 Days of Inspiration, Encouragement, and
Action Steps to Survive and Thrive

RRP: £15.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Complementary Therapies, Healing
& Health; Self-Help & Personal Development;
Christian Life & Practice

CHRIS WARK

Extent: 257 pages

From the author of Chris Beat Cancer, a daily
devotional of inspirational quotes, stories, tips
and encouragement to support your cancer
healing and prevention journey.

Territorial Rights: World

DESCRIPT ION

As the survivor of cancer for over 15 years, Chris Wark, bestselling
author of Chris Beat Cancer, knows the daily struggles involved in
Previous Titles:
healing from cancer. In this daily devotional, Wark offers nuggets of
Chris Beat Cancer, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1- inspiration, encouragement and actions you can take to support your
40195-611-0; Chris Beat Cancer, Hay House UK, healing path. His trademark positivity and energy will provide you with a
life-affirming and forward-looking thought to help each day become more
2018, 978-1-40195-611-0
manageable and to get you through to the next. Through scripture,
quotes, health tips and real-life stories, Wark provides the foundations for
a healing mindset - mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually.
Author Lives: USA

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The author will be promoting the book to his 500k+ strong email list and
on his popular podcast, Chris Beat Cancer. He also has 246k+
Facebook fans.
• This book speaks to the spiritual aspect of healing from cancer - or
other long-term, aggressive diseases - and offers the emotional support
that so many books on cancer lack.
• Chris's own experiences healing from cancer allow him to speak from a
place of authenticity and understanding. His story has inspired and
empowered thousands.
• Chris's first book, Chris Beat Cancer, has sold well in the UK (3k+
hardback copies) and became a #3 Wall Street Journal bestseller in the
USA.
• Chris will enact a targeted launch campaign for this book, and will
receive guaranteed coverage in online media and podcasts.

AUT HOR BIOG
Chris Wark is the Wall Street Journal bestselling author of Chris Beat
Cancer and a speaker, patient advocate and wellness crusader. He was
diagnosed with stage III colon cancer in 2003 at 26 years old. He had
surgery, but instead of chemotherapy, he used nutrition and natural
therapies to heal himself. Chris was featured in the award-winning
documentary film The C Word and inspires countless people to take
control of their health and reverse disease with a radical transformation
of diet and lifestyle. www.chrisbeatcancer.com
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ISBN: 978-1-78817-506-7

ANXIETY-FREE WITH FOOD

Pub Date: 29/12/2020

LIANA WERNER-GRAY

RRP: £13.99
Format: 229 x 152 TPB
BIC/Subject: Dietetics & Nutrition; Self-Help &
Personal Development; Complementary
Therapies, Healing & Health
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: New York
Previous Titles:
The Earth Diet, Hay House, 2014, 978-1-40194497-1; The Earth Diet, Hay House, 2014, 978-140194-497-1; 10-Minute Recipes, Hay House,
2016, 978-1-40194-970-9; 10-Minute Recipes,
Hay House, 2016, 978-1-40194-970-9; CancerFree with Food, Hay House, 2019, 978-1-40195642-4

The essential book for anyone struggling with
anxiety, depression or stress. Liana Werner-Gray
offers a scientifically backed guide to tailoring a
natural, nutritional diet to nourish and support
mental health and the body.

DESCRIPT ION
Relieve stress and anxiety, support your mental health and
understand how your diet affects your brain with this natural
nutrition guide. Your next meal could be the first step towards an
anxiety-free life!
If you're feeling anxious, stressed or depressed, you're not alone. The
world is in turmoil, and inner calm may seem impossible right now. It's
important to remember, however, that your mental health is tied to your
physical health. What you eat affects your brain chemistry, hormones and
nervous system, which control your mood.
Liana Werner-Gray, nutritionist and author of The Earth Diet, offers this
simple guide to the scientifically backed, nutrient-rich foods and
supplements you need to support your emotional wellness. You'll learn
how to avoid the things that trigger inflammation and other symptoms of
stress in your body. She also offers 100+ delicious gluten-free, soy-free,
refined sugar-free and dairy-free recipes that both nourish the body and
support optimal brain function, with advice for keto, paleo and vegan
diets.
With Liana's easy strategies based on nutritional neuroscience, you'll feel
empowered to take control of your mental wellbeing.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Liana will be promoting the book to her 117K Facebook followers, 43.6K
Instagram followers, and email list of 21K.
• This book includes simple strategies based on the latest nutritional
neuroscience, as well as easy-to-follow guides on what to eat and what
to avoid for optimal brain function, including recipes and meal plans.
• Liana offers strategies you can implement immediately to start feeling
more at ease in our stressed-out, frantic society.
• This book is supportive of both Western and alternative treatments.
Liana shows how nutrition can be used to support mental wellness,
offering comprehensive information so you can make your own healing
decisions.

AUT HOR BIOG
Liana Werner-Gray is a holistic and natural-health advocate. After
embracing a natural lifestyle, she began lecturing and teaching about the
Earth Diet internationally. She is the founder and owner of the Earth Diet,
where she directs a team that helps people all over the world find recipes
that work for them. Liana has helped thousands of people improve
conditions such as acne, diabetes, depression, heart disease, obesity,
and more. TheEarthDiet.com
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HAY HOUSE BUSINESS
For the past 31 years, we have helped our authors empower
people to make cutting-edge changes in their personal lives.
Now we have decided to help innovative business leaders share
their secrets for success and positive change too.

MENTOR TO MILLIONS
Secrets of Success in Business,
Relationships, and Beyond

KEVIN HARRINGTON AND MARK TIMM
Unique perspective on mentorship for
entrepreneurs from Shark Tank's Kevin
Harrington and serial entrepreneur Mark Timm.

DESCRIPT ION
Feeling lonely on your journey as an entrepreneur? You just
haven't found your mentor - and this book will show you how.
Serial entrepreneur Mark Timm offers readers a glimpse behind the
curtain by sharing intimate conversations with his mentor, the legendary
businessman Kevin Harrington. Together, they delve into the power of
mentorship and uncover strategies you can use to not only scale your
business but also your relationships. You'll learn how to:
· leverage your aggressive curiosity to find business opportunities... and
build meaningful connections with your family
· 'plan up to 80% of the way' rather than long-term strategizing for better
success in executing business plans... and helping your children achieve
their dreams
· ditch elaborate plans, embrace spectacular failure and find the
motivation and confidence to take action
· multiply your business endeavours, your relationships and your time

ISBN: 978-1-40195-910-4
Pub Date: 22/09/2020
RRP: £15.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Entrepreneurship; Small
Businesses & Self-Employed; Management:
Leadership & Motivation
Extent: 208 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

'With the lessons I've learned from Kevin Harrington, every relationship
in my life is so much deeper and stronger today than before, when I was
compartmentalizing the entrepreneur in me.' - Mark Timm

SALES AND MARKET ING
• While most books on mentorship and entrepreneurship have a 'how to'
format, the wisdom in this book is shared through intimate conversations
between two leading entrepreneurs.
• Mark and Kevin are seasoned marketers. They have a combined email
list of 100k+, 260k+ Facebook followers and 121.5k Instagram followers.
• Kevin Harrington's previous two books, Put a Shark in Your Tank and
Key Person of Influence, were Amazon bestsellers.
• Hay House will send two dedicated Hay House Business newsletters
featuring Mentor to Millions to an audience of 400,000 people
specifically interested in business and entrepreneurial content.
• The authors are very well-connected in TV and print media, and will
leverage their connections with Forbes, Entrepeneur and more.

AUT HOR BIOG
Kevin Harrington was an original 'shark' on the hit US TV show Shark
Tank, and is the creator of the infomercial, pioneer of the As Seen on TV
brand, and co-founding board member of the Entrepreneur's
Organization. His legendary work behind the scenes of business
ventures has produced well over $5 billion in global sales, the launch of
more than 500 products, and the making of dozens of millionaires.
www.kevinharrington.tv
Mark Timm has been a serial entrepreneur and exponential-thinking
practitioner for nearly two decades, and has been a professional speaker
for more than 25 years. His expertise in the digital marketing arena has
led to him become a key advisor and mastermind member for digital
influencers and entrepreneurs such as Michael Hyatt, Jeff Walker, Ryan
Levesque and Russel Brunson. ww.marktimm.com
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HOW TO START A BUSINESS ON
YOUR KITCHEN TABLE
SHANN NIX JONES
Inspired by the author's rags-to-riches business
stor y, this book explains how to combine passion
with innovation to start a business.

DESCRIPT ION
Practical tools, expert advice and innovative ideas to help you
create a successful business that reflects your values, supports
your lifestyle and creates real fulfilment.
In 2014, Shann and her husband were flat out broke when they started
making a probiotic drink known as kefir, something relatively unheard of
then. Fast-forward four years, the business that started on their kitchen
table now has a turnover of $5.2m.
In this book, Shann shares the uncommon ways in which she was able to
make her online business thrive and the 13 steps you need to take to
develop your passion into a business that will set you on a path of
freedom and deep fulfilment. You'll learn how to:

ISBN: 978-1-78817-378-0
Pub Date: 15/09/2020
RRP: £14.99
Format: 216 x 135 TPB
BIC/Subject: Entrepreneurship; Small
Businesses & Self-Employed; Self-Help &
Personal Development
Extent: 240 pages
Territorial Rights: World ex IN,AU,NZ,US,CA
Author Lives: Wales
Previous Titles:
The Kefir Solution, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-178817-087-1; The Kefir Solution, Hay House UK,
2018, 978-1-78817-087-1; The Good Skin
Solution, Hay House UK, 2017, 978-1-78180802-3; Secrets from Chuckling Goat, Hay House
UK, 2015, 978-1-78180-470-4

· develop a concept or passion into a viable business that supports your
dream lifestyle
· inject your values into your business to get ahead of the competition
· try, assess, tweak - Shann's foolproof method to convert every obstacle
into a launch pad
· tap into your hormonal cyclical superpowers, do business in an intuitive
way and lean into your emotions
With Shann's book, women will find the tools and confidence to go down
a new path of business in service of a better life.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• There is a growing number of people, mostly working women, who are
dissatisfied with the 9-to-5 and want to start a business with purpose.
• Unlike other business books, this book explains how leaning into your
intuition can create a fulfilling career aligned with your life.
• Shann's work has been featured in major news outlets, from BBC Radio
to Woman's Health and the Daily Mail.
• Shann has 22k email subscribers and 27k Facebook followers, and
more joining every day as she expands her business to women's
business coaching.
• In 2018, more women than men started their own businesses, showing
that they want flexibility, creativity, passion and freedom in their work.

AUT HOR BIOG
Shann Nix Jones is the co-founder of Chuckling Goat, which produces
award-winning, all-natural kefirs and kefir-based skincare products made
by hand on the family farm in Wales. She is the author of Secrets from
Chuckling Goat, The Good Skin Solution and The Kefir Solution.
www.chucklinggoat.co.uk
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TIME, MONEY, FREEDOM
10 Simple Rules to Redefine What's Possible
and Radically Reshape Your Life

RAY AND JESSICA HIGDON
10 time-tested golden rules to gaining personal
and financial freedom through network
marketing.

DESCRIPT ION
With 10 simple rules, this book will help readers build confidence,
shift their mindset and learn the tools to take control of their lives
and begin on a path toward their own definition of freedom.
Ray and Jessica Higdon have built their lives on a shared desire for
freedom and balance. They started with almost nothing and achieved
their dreams through network marketing - and now they share their
success secrets in their book.
Whether you define success as becoming your own boss full-time, taking
an extended parental leave without worrying about how to pay the bills,
or saving money for your children, you can follow these rules to make a
positive change in your life and learn to:

ISBN: 978-1-40196-030-8
Pub Date: 17/11/2020
RRP: £20.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Entrepreneurship; Small
Businesses & Self-Employed; Assertiveness,
Motivation & Self-Esteem
Extent: 257 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

· make room for change in your life by banishing doubt and anxiety.
· create a vision for your personal brand of freedom outside the
corporate grind of the status quo.
· research and prepare before you go into business with yourself or
another company
· talk about money without shame - the money you have and the money
you want
· wave 'goodbye' to your inner perfectionist
· have a commitment strategy, not an exit strategy
· always remember that money can't buy happiness!

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The authors have a dedicated following in their 14.5K-member Rank
Makers membership. They also have 360k email subscribers, 304k
Facebook fans and 122k Instagram followers.
• The authors are marketing and sales savvy, and will launch a detailed
online campaign to promote the book.
• This book will appeal to budding entrepreneurs who have big dreams
for their business and want their work to support a flexible lifestyle millennials, working parents, urban readers tired of the 9-to-5.
• These authors have successfully self-published and sold over 34k
copies of their two Freakishly Effective books, plus thousands of ebook
and audio sales.
• The authors have relatable stories: they overcame childhood abuse and
lost their money in the real estate crash; then, feeling frustrated with the
status quo, they ultimately built a business that made their dreams a
reality.

AUT HOR BIOG
Ray and Jessica Higdon are authors, speakers, coaches and network
marketing experts. They have shared the stage with Tony Robbins, Bob
Proctor, Les Brown, Robert Kiyosaki and many more. In 2018, their
coaching company was recognized on the Inc. 5000 as one of America's
fastest growing companies, and they love helping network marketers
grow large teams and create freedom in their lives.
www.rayhigdon.com
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WHO NOT HOW
The Formula to Achieve Bigger Goals
Through Accelerating Teamwork

DAN SULLIVAN WITH DR. BENJAMIN HARDY
One of the world's foremost entrepreneurs shares
his 90-day plan to grow your confidence, work
less to achieve more and create explosive growth.

DESCRIPT ION
Make a mindset shift that will open the door to explosive growth
and limitless possibility in your business and your life - just by
asking the right question.
'Who can do this for me?' 'Who is the best in the world at this already?'
'Who knows how to solve this?' This is the way entrepreneurs like Dan
Sullivan, one of the world's leading coaches, build highly successful
businesses and get extraordinary results. And it's the essential mindset
change you'll make in this practical, paradigm-shifting book. Learn how
to:

ISBN: 978-1-40196-058-2
Pub Date: 20/10/2020
RRP: £15.99
Format: 216 x 135 HB
BIC/Subject: Entrepreneurship; Small
Businesses & Self-Employed; Management:
Leadership & Motivation
Extent: 208 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA and Canada

- get far more done while working far less
- measurably increase your confidence and capability every 90 days - so
you can imagine and create bigger goals
- create genuine excitement and emotional commitment in the people
who will help you achieve those goals
- bypass societal norms like scarcity and the decline of ageing
- expand your abundance of wealth, innovation, relationships and joy
'Making this shift involves retraining your brain to stop limiting your
potential based on what you solely can do,' Dan writes. 'Instead, you see
endless connection between yourself and other people, and the limitless
transformation possible through those connections.'

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Dan is a world-class coach with a 30-year track record. He has 3.5k
clients through his company who pay him $10k-50k annually for his
coaching services. Clients include Joe Polish, who will support the book.
• Benjamin grew his email list to 400k in four years, without paid
advertising, by blogging on Medium.com, where he was the #1 writer in
the world. He will be promoting the book to his list.
• Books on team building with a focus on leadership coaching and
mindset shifting are perennially popular - especially when they come from
leaders in the field.
• The strategies shared in this book can enhance the reader's life on
every level, not just in business. Team-building skills are the most
needed and profitable in today's global information economy, and are
crucial for well-being.

AUT HOR BIOG
Dan Sullivan has coached more successful entrepreneurs than anyone
on the planet. His company, Strategic Coach®, is the leading
entrepreneurial coaching programme in the world.
www.strategiccoach.com
Benjamin Hardy, PhD is an organizational psychologist and bestselling
author of Willpower Doesn't Work. His work is viewed by millions of
people monthly and featured on Forbes, Fortune, CNBC, Cheddar, Big
Think and many others. www.benjaminhardy.com
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CARDS & JOURNALS

THE SHAMAN'S DREAM ORACLE
A 64-Card Deck and Guidebook

ALBERTO VILLOLDO AND COLETTE BARON-REID
Alberto Villoldo and Colette Baron-Reid pair up
again to channel the wisdom of the shamanic
dream world in this beautifully illustrated 64-card
oracle deck.

DESCRIPT ION
Use this vibrant channelled oracle to receive the spiritual wisdom
of the shamanic dream world, seek answers to your questions,
and journey to manifest your intentions.
The dream world has long captivated the collective psyche. Ancient
mystics, religious texts and even modern psychoanalysis have described
the power of dreams. The symbolic landscapes and spirit beings that we
encounter in this sacred realm correspond with our potential experiences
in the waking world. We are all sacred dreamers, dreaming the world into
being - what will you dream?

Pub Date: 23/02/2021

The Shaman's Dream Oracle is a powerful collaboration between master
teachers Alberto Villoldo and Colette Baron-Reid, bringing together the
wisdom of his rich Andean shamanic lineage with her expertise in oracle
creation. Each card in this deck features imagery from the shamanic
dream world of archetypes and symbolic consciousness. In the
accompanying guidebook, Alberto and Colette channel the wisdom of the
ancient wisdom-keepers to guide you on your journey to co-create your
world and manifest your most precious intentions.

RRP: £23.99 (£19.99 ex VAT)

SALES AND MARKET ING

BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit; Dreams & Their
Interpretation; Tarot

• Alberto and Colette have loyal, engaged audiences. Alberto has over
200K+ strong email list and Colette has an email list of 110K+.
• Alberto is one of the world's foremost experts in shamanic healing,
leading courses, workshops, retreats and expeditions across the world.
Colette's books and oracle card decks have been published in 27
languages.
• The authors' previous collaboration, The Mystical Shaman Oracle,
found great success with 48K+ sold. The authors' unique expertise of
these complex subjects grants them an in-demand niche.
• Jena DellaGrottaglia is a self-taught artist who believes in being eclectic
and unique. Her influences range from Michael Parkes and Gil Bruvel to
the amazing Terese Nielsen.

ISBN: 978-1-40195-912-8

Extent: 168 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Alberto: Coconut Grove, FL and
Chile; Colette: Ontario, Canada.
Previous Titles:
Spirit Animal Oracle, Hay House, 2018, 978-140195-279-2; Crystal Spirits Oracle, Hay House,
2019, 978-1-40195-280-8; Goddess Power
Oracle, Hay House, 2019, 978-1-40195-644-8;
The Mystical Shaman Oracle, Hay House, 2018,
978-1-40195-250-1

AUT HOR BIOG
Alberto Villoldo has trained as a psychologist and medical
anthropologist and has studied the healing practices of the Amazon and
the Andean shamans. He is the founder of the Light Body School.
www.thefourwinds.com
Colette Baron-Reid is an internationally respected spiritual intuitive,
psychic medium, educator and oracle expert. Her bestselling books and
oracle cards are published worldwide in 27 languages.
www.colettebaronreid.com
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SPIRIT JUNKIE
A 52-Card Deck

GABRIELLE BERNSTEIN, ARTWORK BY MICAELA
EZRA
New colourful card deck from NYT bestselling
spiritual guru, based on her top-selling Spirit
Junkie book.

DESCRIPT ION
If you feel that you have a gift to share with the world, a desire to
be a shining light for others, you are a Spirit Junkie. These
beautiful cards will provide divine guidance and inspiration as you
strengthen your spiritual connection.
This is a collection of energetically charged cards that will help you step
into your unique power and use your gifts to be of service to others. This
is for the Spirit Junkies who believe passionately in the goodness of the
world, and want to feel empowered and empower others.
Created by New York Times bestselling spiritual author Gabrielle
Bernstein, this deck features the signature look of her The Universe Has
Your Back Cards and Super Attractor Cards. On each card is a
watercolour - illustrated with celestial motifs, floral art and mystical
elements - showing an inspirational message and call to action, such as:
ISBN: 978-1-40196-112-1
Pub Date: 27/10/2020
RRP: £17.99 (£14.99 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice; Self-Help & Personal Development;
Tarot
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
Spirit Junkie, Hay House UK, 2050, 978-178817-283-7; The Universe Has Your Back, Hay
House UK, 2017, 978-1-78180-933-4; The
Universe Has Your Back, Hay House UK, 2017,
978-1-78180-933-4; Super Attractor, Hay House
UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-782-7; Super Attractor,
Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-782-7

'I trust that my intuition is always leading me in the right direction'
'Owning my power inspires others to do the same'
'Taking care of myself is a radical act of love'

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Gabby's products are a guaranteed bestseller internationally.
• She has been featured extensively in the media, including in The
Sunday Times, the Daily Mail, Marie Claire, Women's Health,
Psychologies, Glamour and many more.
• Gabby will have a dedicated marketing campaign in place to promote
the new deck to her 530k Instagram followers, 479k Facebook fans and
280k email subscribers.
• The card deck repackages the wisdom of Gabby's book Spirit Junkie
for her new generation of fans and old fans who cherish it.
• While sticking to Micaela Ezra's style, the cards will show a different
colour palette, with florals, celestial motifs and mystical symbols.

AUT HOR BIOG
Gabrielle Bernstein is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Super Attractor and The Universe Has Your Back, plus five additional
bestsellers. She was featured on Oprah's SuperSoul Sunday as a 'nextgeneration thought leader', and The Oprah Winfrey Network chose
Gabby to be part of the 'SuperSoul 100', a dynamic group of 100
trailblazers whose vision and life's work are bringing a higher level of
consciousness to the world. The New York Times identified her as 'a new
role model'. www.gabbybernstein.com
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THE SACRED CREATORS ORACLE
A 67-Card Deck & Guidebook for Your
Creator Soul

CHRIS-ANNE
Bring expansive potential into your life and
business with this oracle deck from the creator of
The Lightseer's Tarot.

DESCRIPT ION
You are the architect of your one life!
This completely revised and updated Hay House edition of The Sacred
Creators Oracle is a deck of 62 oracle cards that will help you to align
your intuition and inner wisdom with your strategies and plans to create
your business, your passion and your inspired life. With messages like
'Cozy Up with Risk', 'The Spark of Hustle' and 'Feed Your Artist' on bright,
watercolour cards, this deck is all about guiding the reader to make
inspired choices and bold moves to further their vision.
As you build your big sacred dream, there are moments when you will
benefit from a daily mantra, a meditation or a thought-provoking idea
about where you are headed. This deck provides a fun and simple way
to push yourself to think differently and to solve the puzzles you
encounter by having fun, and by accessing our inner knowing.
This product was previously published on Kickstarter; this is an updated
edition published by Hay House.

SALES AND MARKET ING
ISBN: 978-1-40195-833-6
Pub Date: 29/12/2020
RRP: £19.99 (£16.66 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Fortune-Telling & Divination; Tarot;
Complementary Therapies, Healing & Health
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Canada
Previous Titles:
The Muse Tarot, Hay House UK, 2020, 978-140195-832-9; The Muse Tarot, Hay House UK,
2020, 978-1-40195-832-9; The Light Seer's Tarot,
Hay House UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-803-9; The
Light Seer's Tarot, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-140195-803-9

• The Lightseer's Tarot, Muse Tarot and Sacred Creators Oracle were all
successfully Kickstarted before being acquired by Hay House, and are
immensely popular online for their unconventional style and modern take
on card decks.
• The Sacred Creators Oracle is a unique concept aimed at creators and
entrepreneurs who are into New Age. It is designed to spark ideas and
manifest dreams into reality.
• This author owns her own branding company and is an experienced
marketer.
• Chris-Anne will promote to her core audience on Instagram (25.1k
followers). Her products are aesthetically striking and are perfect for
showing off on Instagram.

AUT HOR BIOG
Chris-Anne Donnelly is a deck creator, designer, brand-strategist and
magic-maker. She has successfully Kickstarted three independent card
decks: The Sacred Creators Oracle, The Light Seer's Tarot and The
Muse Tarot, and she offers unique courses for creators that combine
marketing and branding with manifestation and intuition. www.chrisanne.com
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ARCHANGEL ORACLE CARDS
A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook

DIANA COOPER, ARTWORK BY JANE DELAFORD
TAYLOR
This heavenly archangel 44-card deck offers
guidance, protection and healing. Answers and
divine help can be found by asking a question and
choosing one of the uplifting cards from the deck.

DESCRIPT ION
Receive guidance and healing from the archangels and find
answers, protection and love through the uplifting energy of this
divine oracle deck from ascension expert Diana Cooper.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-397-1

Heavenly help is available at any given moment, if only we open
ourselves to receiving divine energy from Source. Through this deck,
bestselling angel and Ascension author Diana Cooper has created a way
for you to connect with and receive guidance from 44 beloved archangels
- including Michael, Raphael, Gabriel and the mighty Metatron - and also
lesser known angels such as Raguel, angel of justice and Fhelyai, angel
of animals. Diana also introduces several Seraphims in this deck,
including Archangel Roquiel and Seraphim Seraphisa; these powerful
12th dimensional angels maintain the vibration of creation and help
divine visions to manifest. They are just starting to connect with
humanity.

Pub Date: 09/03/2021

Each card is beautifully illustrated in colours depicting the glow, hope and
inspiration that surrounds the archangels, and emits a joyful, uplifting
energy that you can carry into your everyday life. This deck of cards can
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit; Spirit Guides,
Angels & Channelling; Fortune-Telling & Divination be used like any oracle: ask a question and pull a single card to receive
an answer or direction, or perform a 3-card reading to receive guidance
Extent: 112 pages
about your past, present and future situation. You may also place a card
by your bedside so that your chosen archangel can watch over you.
Territorial Rights: World
RRP: £15.99 (£13.32 ex VAT)

Author Lives: Dorset, UK

SALES AND MARKET ING

Previous Titles:
Dragons Oracle Cards, Hay House UK, 2017,
978-1-78180-906-8; Dragons: Your Celestial
Guardians, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-78817161-8; Archangel Animal Oracle Cards, Hay
House UK, 2019, 978-1-78817-076-5

• Diana is one of the pioneers of bringing the topic of ascension to a
wider MBS audience.
• Diana has an engaged and deeply loyal online following of 181K
Facebook fans and 18.6K Instagram followers. She also has a 37K+
strong email list and runs an online training school that has certified
almost 1,000 teachers worldwide.
• There is guaranteed coverage in the specialist press for this card deck.
Diana has been featured on national UK TV (including This Morning and
GMTV) and in printed press (including OM Times magazine).
• The cards share messages of profound love and compassion,
something that is greatly needed in times of anxiety, loneliness and
uncertainty.

AUT HOR BIOG
Diana Cooper's spiritual journey started many years ago with an angelic
visitation that transformed her life. She is now the bestselling author of
more than 30 books which have been translated into 28 languages.
Diana specializes in esoteric subjects including angels, unicorns,
dragons and Atlantis. She teaches internationally and is the founder of
The Diana Cooper School of White Light, a not-for-profit organization
that offers spiritual teaching courses throughout the world.
www.dianacooper.com
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THE WITCHES' WISDOM TAROT
A 78-Card Deck and Guidebook

PHYLLIS CUROTT, ARTWORK BY DANIELLE
BARLOW
Deluxe tarot radiant with mystical energy by
renowned American Wiccan Priestess Phyllis
Curott, illustrated by UK Hedgewitch Danielle
Barlow.

DESCRIPT ION
A beautiful new interpretation of the Tarot which blends the divine
magic of nature with modern witchcraft, revealing spiritual insight
and life-changing wisdom to awaken the witch within.
Radiant with numinous energy and magical imagery, this deck is a
doorway for everyone who wishes to encounter the Sacred - in realms of
Spirit, embodied by Nature and residing within our hearts. Presented in a
deluxe, large-size box, the cards are wrapped in an eco-friendly hessian
bag alongside a comprehensive guidebook.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-321-6
Pub Date: 27/10/2020
RRP: £31.99 (£26.66 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Witchcraft & Wicca; Tarot; Mind,
Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice

Bestselling Wiccan author Phyllis Curott and Hedgewitch Danielle Barlow
journeyed for each of the images, spreads and spells, diving deep
beneath traditional archetypes and the ceremonial symbolism of the
ubiquitous Rider-Waite-Smith deck. The Minor Arcana reveal the primal
sources of swords, wands, cups and pentacles, drawing on the spiritual
teachings of the elements. Each card will immerse you in the beauty,
wisdom and embodied divinity of Nature and offers a mirror for you to
recognize that you too are part of Nature.

SALES AND MARKET ING

• Books on witchcraft are increasingly popular as readers rebel against
the tidal wave of modernity by turning to spirituality, Wicca and witchcraft.
Extent: 176 pages
• Phyllis is the most famous Wiccan in the Western world. Danielle is a
respected witch who has illustrated book covers and magazines.
Territorial Rights: World
• Phyllis has been featured extensively in the media, from The New York
Author Lives: USA and Dartmoor
Times and The Washington Post to Marie Claire and Self. She is
connected to numerous global organizations.
Previous Titles:
Wicca Made Easy, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1- • This deck will come in a deluxe packaging with eco-friendly cloth bag to
78817-163-2; Wicca Made Easy, Hay House UK, hold the cards and a detailed guidebook.
• This deck is hand-painted and visually stunning, perfect for showcasing
2018, 978-1-78817-163-2
on Instagram. It will receive guaranteed coverage in the specialist press.

AUT HOR BIOG
Phyllis Curott is a spiritual trailblazer and Priestess, an attorney and
bestselling author whose groundbreaking books, including the latest
Wicca Made Easy, have made Wicca accessible to the world and
awakened an entire generation to the Goddess.
www.phylliscurott.com
Danielle Barlow is an artist, herb grower, and Hedgewitch living on the
northern edge of Dartmoor, England. She is the creator of the Green
Wheel Oracle (2017).
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THE ANGEL GUIDE ORACLE
A 44-Card Deck and Guidebook

KYLE GRAY
From bestselling angel author, this oracle deck
reminds spiritual seekers that loving, divine
guidance is always available to anyone.

DESCRIPT ION
This powerful oracle invites you to connect with your very own
guardian angels, and shares 44 powerful messages of divine
inspiration, love and positive action.

ISBN: 978-1-78817-361-2
Pub Date: 01/09/2020
RRP: £15.99 (£13.32 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Spirit Guides, Angels &
Channelling; Fortune-Telling & Divination; Tarot
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: Glasgow, UK
Previous Titles:
Angel Numbers, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-178817-347-6; Angel Numbers, Hay House UK,
2019, 978-1-78817-347-6; Angel Prayers Oracle
Cards, Hay House UK, 2014, 978-1-78180-273-1;
Angel Prayers Oracle Cards, Hay House UK,
2014, 978-1-78180-273-1; Keepers of the Light
Oracle Cards, Hay House UK, 2016, 978-178180-696-8

Everyone has one or more angels with them at all times; they are always
there to offer guidance and support. This oracle deck encourages
spiritual seekers to connect with their very own angels. Instead of
focusing on named angels or higher beings from spiritual texts, this deck
is open to interpretation so that it offers a space for everyone to find an
angel they relate to.
Some messages in this oracle guide the seeker to develop their own
interpretations in an intuitive way ('Blessings and Abundance', 'Surrender,
and 'Divine Timing') while others prompt positive action from the seeker
('Take a Step Back', 'Clear, Cancel and Release', and 'Expect Miracles').
The Angel Guide Oracle can be easily used by complete beginners and
will inspire spiritual seekers wherever they are on their journey to tap into
their intuition and feel their angels' presence by their side.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Kyle's Angel Numbers is currently #1 on Amazon.com in Motivational
Growth & Spirituality. Angels and Ancestors is also a bestseller.
• Kyle has a devoted audience eager for new oracle decks: 89k
Facebook followers, 62k Instagram followers and 45k email subscribers.
• 'Kyle Gray is an incredibly talented medium and guide for a new
generation of spiritual seekers.' - Gabrielle Bernstein
• The vividly coloured illustrations are out of this world and set this deck
apart as a tool that is not only spiritually charged but visually stunning.
• Kyle regularly travels for sold-out events in the UK, USA and Europe.

AUT HOR BIOG
Kyle Gray is one of the UK's youngest, most sought after angel experts.
He discovered his spiritual connection at the tender age of four, when he
communed with his deceased grandmother. Now, Kyle dedicates his life
to helping other people crack open to the angels through his workshops,
talks, and his online Angel Team. He is the author of seven books and
co-creator of four oracle card decks. www.kylegray.co.uk
Jennifer Hawkyard is a multidisciplinary artist living and working in
remote West Wales. She is a traditional and digital illustrator, fine artist,
and professionally trained Art Director and Graphic Designer. She is
known for her colorful, vibrant, and highly textural images that span a
wide range of subject matter and media. www.jezhawk.com
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DIVINE ABUNDANCE ORACLE CARDS
A 52-Card Deck

TOSHA SILVER
A new oracle to access abundance by letting go,
by the creator of The Wild Offering Oracle.

DESCRIPT ION
Tosha Silver's message about money is counterintuitive, fresh and
profoundly different from the way most of us approach money in
our lives.
So many people push towards their financial goals, chase the means to
meet their needs, yearn for the feeling of security that eludes them.
Tosha takes a radical new approach: the key, she says, is let go of those
desperate wishes and financial fears, and instead offer all of what you
have and want and hope for to the Divine - whatever that means to you in order to receive more freedom and abundance than you could have
dreamed of.

ISBN: 978-1-40196-017-9
Pub Date: 29/12/2020
RRP: £17.99 (£14.99 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice; Self-Help & Personal Development;
Fortune-Telling & Divination
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
The Wild Offering Oracle, Hay House UK, 2018,
978-1-40195-476-5; The Wild Offering Oracle,
Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-40195-476-5; It's
Not Your Money, Hay House UK, 2019, 978-140195-473-4; It's Not Your Money, Hay House
UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-473-4

This beautiful oracle deck offers a practical, soulful way to put Tosha's
teachings into practice. Drawing inspiration from her book It's Not Your
Money, the deck contains 52 quotes that will spur you to reflection
specific aspects of your relationship with money, career, and abundance.
Your own soul will guide you to the message you need that day, making
you an open conduit for receiving these liberating concepts and helping
you start to live them more completely. As you work with the deck, you'll
find your mind expanding so that you can be abundance rather than
chasing abundance.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• Tosha will promote the book to her highly engaged audience of 25k+
email subscribers, 46k+ Facebook fans and 29k YouTube viewers.
• Tosha's previous deck, The Wild Offering Oracle, was a stunning deck
that was well-received. This oracle is produced to a similarly high
standard, with gorgeous custom-created artwork that reflects the
message of abundance.
• This is a popular topic and readers are continuously looking for new
tools on abundance, the Law of Attraction and manifesting prosperity.
• This deck will receive guaranteed coverage in the specialist press and
some women's magazines.
• Tosha can rely on support from high-profile authors including Dr
Christiane Northrup and Robert Holen.

AUT HOR BIOG
Tosha Silver graduated from Yale with a degree in English literature but
along the way fell madly in love with yogic philosophy. For the past 30
years, she has taught people around the world ways to align with Inner
Love. She is the author of Outrageous Openness and Change Me
Prayers: The Hidden Power of Spiritual Surrender, and the creator of
The Wild Offering Oracle. She lives near San Francisco, where she runs
'Living Outrageous Openness: Think Like a Goddess', an online course
that offers an ongoing way to support those who truly want to live these
beautiful, ancient practices for transformation. www.toshasilver.com.
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THE COSMIC JOURNEY ORACLE
A 55-Card Deck and Journaling Guidebook

YANIK SILVER
Uncover the mystical messages from the universe
with a unique journalling oracle deck from
visionar y entrepreneur Yanik Silver.

DESCRIPT ION
This oracle is the most fun and profound deck of cards you've
ever known. Connect your head, heart and highest self, and get
ready to blast off to parts unknown.
On this cosmic journey, you will discover how to recognize (and
understand) the signs and symbols the Universe is sending you to try
and get your attention. Each card of this powerful oracle deck offers:
- a mystical message to answer your questions
- a powerful journal prompt to help you dig deeper into the concept
- a cosmic action to help you move forwards on your journey
The Cosmic Journal takes the serious and convoluted out of card
reading and injects your spiritual journey with fun, magic and wonder. It is
a unique experience that taps into the energy of the universe and your
own intuition to bring forth new answers to your heart's deepest
questions.
ISBN: 978-1-40195-948-7
Pub Date: 03/11/2020
RRP: £18.99 (£15.82 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Tarot; Fortune-Telling & Divination;
Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought & Practice
Extent: 168 pages
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA
Previous Titles:
The Cosmic Journal, Hay House UK, 2019, 9781-40195-913-5; The Cosmic Journal, Hay House
UK, 2019, 978-1-40195-913-5

SALES AND MARKET ING
• This is a unique product that connects with the journalling trend. The
oracle messages in the guidebook offer writing prompts in combination
with the card readings.
• Yanik will promote the oracle to his email list of 70k.
• Fans of Yanik's The Cosmic Journal - a mind-body-spirit version of the
popular Wreck This Journal - will be attracted to the deck.
• The author has an enthusiastic audience and a history of strong directto-consumer sales. His self-published books have sold very successfully:
25k copies for Moonlighting on the Internet, 15k for Maverick Startup
and 15k for Evolved Enterprise.
• The author will appeal to his extensive list of high-profile connections,
including Roger Hamilton (880k followers), Jeff Walker (150k) and Sally
Hogshead (250k), for promotion.

AUT HOR BIOG
Yanik Silver is the founder of Maverick1000, a global network of top
entrepreneurs and industry leaders. His story and businesses have been
featured in WIRED, USA Today, Entrepreneur, The Wall Street Journal,
and on TIME.com, among other places. He was named one of
Entrepreneur magazine's 'Top 50 Favorite Online-Marketing Influencers'.
His lifetime goal is to connect visionary leaders and game changers to
catalyze business models and new ideas for solving 100 of the world's
most impactful issues by the year 2100. www.yaniksilver.com
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ANGEL WISDOM TAROT
A 78-Card Deck and Guidebook

RADLEIGH VALENTINE
New tarot deck from bestselling angel author
Radleigh Valentine with features never seen
before in other tarot decks.

DESCRIPT ION
Rich with symbolism, with new features not found in other tarot
decks, this is the latest angel tarot deck from international
bestselling author Radleigh Valentine.
This new angel tarot deck from internationally bestselling author
Radleigh Valentine will appeal to traditionalists, newcomers to tarot and
card readers looking for something unique. Radleigh draws from the long
history of tarot to ensure each card is full of rich symbolism, while also
removing the fear-based imagery and words that scare off new readers.
Unique features of the cards, not seen in any other deck, bring even
further dimensions to each card reading:
- each card is connected with the energy of a particular archangel,
- every Minor Arcana is associated with the energy of a card in the Major
Arcana, and
- guidewords on the card faces make it easy and fast to learn the
meaning of the cards.
ISBN: 978-1-40195-670-7
Pub Date: 06/10/2020
RRP: £19.99 (£16.66 ex VAT)
BIC/Subject: Tarot; Spirit Guides, Angels &
Channelling; Mind, Body, Spirit: Thought &
Practice
Territorial Rights: World
Author Lives: USA

The lush, detailed illustrations are by renowned fantasy artist Dan Craig.

SALES AND MARKET ING
• The deck is full of symbolism drawing from the long history of tarot,
while removing the fear-based words and off-putting imagery that often
scares newcomers.
• Radleigh has added a new dimension to the cards by adding
associated archangels and connecting each card in the Minor Arcana to
a card in the Major Arcana. His trademark guidewords on each card help
readers remember meanings.
• Radleigh is a popular speaker at many worldwide events (he does 1025 yearly) and his products have been translated in 17 languages.
• Radleigh's Facebook Live videos have wide reach, and he is a
frequently requested speaker for mind-body-spirit conferences.
• Radleigh has 112.5k devoted Facebook fans and 58.7k Instagram
followers.

Previous Titles:
Compendium of Magical Things, Hay House UK,
2018, 978-1-78180-701-9; Archangel Power
Tarot Cards, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-40195597-7; Archangel Power Tarot Cards, Hay House
UK, 2018, 978-1-40195-597-7; Angel Tarot
Cards, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1-40195-596-0; AUT HOR BIOG
Angel Tarot Cards, Hay House UK, 2018, 978-1An internationally known spiritual teacher and author, Radleigh
40195-596-0

Valentine has spoken at more than 70 events in 10 countries since
2012, including over a dozen Hay House I Can Do It! events. Radleigh is
also a regular participant of the annual Hay House World Summit and a
frequent speaker at the Angel World Summit in London and
Engelkongress in Germany and Austria. His very popular video show,
Ask Rad!, streams on Facebook and Instagram simultaneously each
week. www.radleighvalentine.com
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ORACLE OF THE 7 ENERGIES
JOURNAL
COLETTE BARON-REID
Internationally bestselling oracle expert Colette
Baron-Reid presents an elegantly illustrated
journal that dives deeper into energy and themes
of the companion oracle deck.

DESCRIPT ION
Discover the power and healing abilities of the seven energies
with insightful writing prompts, creative journalling exercises and
calming guided meditations.
This companion journal to the Oracle of the 7 Energies card deck gives
you space to write, reflect and create as you dive deeper into the
essence of each of the seven energies.
Inside this journal you'll find:
· Key concepts and themes for each of the seven energies
· Powerful affirmations for each of the energy centres
· Thought-provoking journalling questions and writing prompts
· Creative exploration exercises and activities
· 21 oracle card spreads
· Guided meditations for each energy centre

ISBN: 978-1-40196-291-3

Magic flows through you from the unseen world into the world you
perceive! Use this journal to connect to the magic of the seven energies
and to explore how they relate to your life right now.

Pub Date: 27/10/2020
RRP: £12.99 (£10.82 ex VAT)

SALES AND MARKET ING

• Colette is an internationally known oracle expert. Her oracle card decks
and books have been published in 27 languages and are read and used
around the world.
Extent: 257 pages
• This is a unique product from a proven author-illustrator team of
Territorial Rights: World
bestselling oracle decks. Colette and Jena have created 9 other popular
oracle decks together, but this will be the first journal.
Author Lives: Canada
• Pages feature art from the card deck as well as beautiful, soothing
Previous Titles:
watercolour imagery on the blank journalling pages.
The Crystal Spirits Oracle, Hay House UK, 2019, • There is new content included that was not seen in the oracle
guidebook. The journal includes writing prompts and characteristics for
978-1-40195-280-8; Goddess Power Oracle
each of the 7 energies that are not explored in the guidebook of the card
(Deluxe Keepsake Edition), Hay House UK,
deck as well as links to download guided meditations.
2019, 978-1-40195-644-8; Goddess Power
Oracle (Standard Edition), Hay House UK, 2020, • This is a must-have product for fans of the oracle card deck. Oracle of
the 7 Energies card deck (9781401956974) releases 04/08, two months
978-1-40195-934-0
before the journal.
Format: 197 x 130 4-col FB

AUT HOR BIOG
Colette Baron-Reid is an internationally respected spiritual intuitive,
psychic medium, educator and oracle expert. Her bestselling books and
oracle cards are published worldwide in 27 languages. She is the
founder of Oracle School, a global online learning platform with students
in 26 countries, where self-empowerment, co-creation and ancient
oracles meet in a modern contemporary way.
www.colettebaronreid.com
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ONLINE COURSES

Online Courses
Hay House’s wonderful programme of online courses and lectures are a
fantastic way for readers to immerse themselves in the knowledge and ideas
of our incredible authors. They can be watched at the viewer’s own pace and in
the comfort of their home. Recent courses include:

Certified Angel Guide – Kyle Gray
This certified course shares the tools,
meditations and exercises needed to
build a strong and loving connection with
the angels, and lead an empowering and
purpose‑filled life. Angel expert Kyle Gray invites viewers to open themselves up to
divine angelic energy and share their wonderful light as a Certified Angel Guide. Nine
comprehensive video lessons provide step‑by‑step training on how to channel healing,
protection and guidance from angels and deliver practical, informative Angel Guide
sessions for others.

The Fundamentals of Energy Healing
One of the most in‑depth and comprehen‑
sive energy healing programmes in the
world, this 11‑lesson course shares the core
principles, information, techniques and ex‑
ercises of eight powerful energy healing modalities. Nine internationally renowned ex‑
perts, including Anodea Judith, Donna Eden, David Feinstein and Dawson Church, explain
how this ancient wisdom can nurture and inspire vitality, healing and balance naturally
through working with the body’s matrix of subtle energies.
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Online Courses
Visit www.hayhouse.co.uk/online-courses for more information.

The Ultimate Clutter Clearing
Journey – Denise Linn
This five‑lesson course outlines how to
tap into the magical powers of clutter
clearing and explores how it can be a
catalyst for healing, empowerment and freedom is every aspect of life. Denise Linn
identifies the emotional roots of clutter and explains how to let go of inner blockages
with profound visualizations and exercises, an extensive downloadable workbook, plus
a Life Assessment Questionnaire. An extended certified edition of this course, Certified
Clutter Coach, is available for those who would like to clutter clear for clients.

The Certified Card Reader
Online Course
In this trailblazing course, eight world‑
renowned teachers, including Kyle Gray,
Colette Baron‑Reid and Radleigh Valentine,
team up to share one of the most in‑depth card‑reading programmes in the world. Over
the course of nine comprehensive lessons, they explore the ins and outs of oracle and
tarot card reading, from the basics of divination and intuition, to numerous powerful card
spreads, to specifics on working with clients and creating a professional practice.
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Online Courses
Visit www.hayhouse.co.uk/online-courses for more information.

Discover Your Cosmic Blueprint –
Rebecca Campbell
In this exciting six‑lesson course with
expert
intuitive
Rebecca
Campbell,
viewers embark on a dynamic investigation
to explore to their soul’s cosmic roots and past lifetimes. Through working with soul
journeys, intuitive inquiry, empathic exercises and a sacred interactive workbook to
record discoveries, viewers learn how to tune in to the callings of their soul and discover
a powerful, practical map to living their purpose and working their light.

Animal Communication Made Easy –
Pea Horsley
Expert animal communicator Pea Horsley
explains how viewers can reawaken their
completely natural ability to communicate
with any animal across eight informative lessons. Through learning to open up
their senses, developing their intuitive gifts, and following Pea’s amazing methods,
meditations, techniques and exercises, viewers will find themselves experiencing
incredible connections with animals and viewing the natural world from a completely
different, new and loving perspective.
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Online Courses
Visit www.hayhouse.co.uk/online-courses for more information.

Mediumship Made Easy –
Gordon Smith
Gordon Smith is one of the world’s best‑
known and well‑loved mediums, renowned
for his astoundingly accurate ability to
give exact names of people, places, and even streets relevant to a person’s life. This
three‑and‑a‑half‑hour course is his step‑by‑step guide to developing key mediumship
skills, breaking down all the stereotypes and misconceptions surrounding the subject
and sharing practical exercises to help viewers start to receive clear messages from the
other side.

The Secrets of Meditation – davidji
Over five weeks of practical and engaging
video lessons, meditation expert davidji
expertly guides viewers through a
transformational journey of meditation
through the practical application of modern science and the healing arts of the East. He
shares how simple meditation techniques and exercises can help lead to a life free of
stress, anxiety and fear, and how viewers can develop a long‑lasting and powerful daily
meditation practice that works with their lifestyle.
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WORLD TEACHER: THE LIFE AND TEACHINGS
OF J. KRISHNAMURTI

R. E. Mark Lee
...................................
DESCRIPTION
The 20th century will perhaps be known for the extremes of human
endeavour: global scale warfare and the emergence of spirituality.
Central to the latter was a humble, global-minded teacher, J.
Krishnamurti. For almost seven decades, he travelled to all continents
stating eternal truths about human existence and boldly took on
contemporary issues such as violence, corruption, conflict in personal
relationships, collapse of moral values, and the hollowness of living in a
society that is being rapidly enslaved by technology and the
entertainment industry.

PRICE: INR 350
ISBN: 9789388302173
EXTENT: 204 PAGES + 8 COLOUR PAGES
FORMAT: PAPERBACK
SIZE: 8 X 5 INCH
PUBLISH DATE: OCTOBER 2019
SUBJECT: PHILOSOPHY/BIOGRAPHY

Rather than trying to understand the teacher and his teachings,
Krishnamurti urged his listeners and readers to understand themselves
by being sensitive, alert, caring, and loving human beings. After a singlepurpose life of teaching ‘to set men absolutely, unconditionally free,’
Krishnamurti died in California, leaving vast well-documented teachings
that offered no belief system, no spiritual organisation, no methods, but
only the exhortation, ‘Truth is a pathless land, and you cannot approach
it by any path whatsoever, by any religion, by any sect.’
This biography is a brief, easy-to-read narrative aimed at introducing the
younger generation to a great spiritual teacher with a simple message
of love, compassion, and self-knowledge.
AUTHOR BIO
R. E. Mark Lee grew up in Santa Barbara, California, USA, and received a
Master’s degree in education from the University of California in 1977.
Most of his professional career was spent in schools in India and America.
He was the founding director of the Oak Grove School in Ojai, California.
He served as executive director of the Krishnamurti Foundation of
America for 20 years and was director of Krishnamurti Publications for
five years. He was the chief editor of the 17 volumes of The Collected
Works of J. Krishnamurti, The Book of Life, and The Little Book on Living.
From 1995 to 2010, Lee was the owner-publisher of Edwin House
Publishing, which specialised in memoirs of Krishnamurti’s associates. His
interests include architecture, gardening, travel, and reading. For the past
40 years he has lived with his wife and daughters in Ojai.

The Bedside Book of Life: Secrets to
Finding Your Missing Pieces and Living to
the Fullest
Jal Patel
.............................................
DESCRIPTION
‘An excellent read and a book to treasure and constantly refer to.’
— Diana Cooper, bestselling author
‘The layers of spiritual awareness and the interdependence of it all
is so well presented in The Bedside Book of Life.’
— Janet Thomas, spiritual activist and author
‘The Bedside Book of Life makes the invisible visible, and by doing so, it
offers to the reader that which is in dire and desperate need—hope in
hopeless times.’
— Andrew Harvey, teacher and author

PRICE: INR 350
ISBN: 9789388302388
EXTENT: 220
FORMAT: PAPERBACK
SIZE: 8 X 5 INCH
PUBLISH DATE: APRIL 2020
SUBJECT: SELF-HELP

Look again . . . Not everything is as it appears to be!
The Bedside Book of Life is a guided tour into the spiritual
scheme of life, revealing the intricate pattern of the bigger picture as it
unfolds and adds up to your existence. This book will help you
understand what is in your hands and what you must accept gracefully.
Let it bring you comfort, courage, and clarity.
This book is drawn from the intersection of spirituality, karma,
and the author’s quest of finding answers to living a life of righteousness
and positivity. It is more than a guide to life; it is a reality check that the
universe is intelligent and any hurdle it throws at you is because it is also
giving you the strength to deal with it.
Wholesome and uplifting, this book will help you find ways to
grapple with anything and everything. In the process, it will also help
you find your missing pieces, heal your past, and inspire you to make
the best of your life.
AUTHOR BIO
Born and brought up in East Africa, JAL PATEL is a former publisher and
editor of two magazines. She spent twenty years in the advertising field
after completing her higher education from the United Kingdom. She has
spent the last decade exploring spiritual practices, becoming an Angel
Teacher, facilitating workshops, counselling people, living in India,
pursuing a postgraduate in education, and writing this book.

THE MYSTERY OF UTMOST HAPPINESS: A
STEP‐BY‐STEP GUIDE TO DECODING,
CULTIVATING AND MAXIMISING HAPPINESS
IN EVERY ASPECT OF MODERN LIFE

Ranjana Kamo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
DESCRIPTION
‘Folks are usually about as happy as they make their minds up to be.’
― Abraham Lincoln

PRICE: INR 350
ISBN: 9789388302197
EXTENT: 216 PAGES
FORMAT: PAPERBACK
SIZE: 8 X 5 INCH
PUBLISH DATE: OCTOBER 2019
SUBJECT: SELF-HELP

Let’s face it. Chasing happiness can be exhausting. Between deadlines
and targets and never-ending to-do lists, the last thing we can squeeze
in is to pause, reflect, smile, and be happy. So, what do we do? We
relegate it to another time (over the weekend), better circumstances
(after the appraisal), or a specific goal (when I’ve lost 5 kgs). The truth is
that happiness seems to forever elude us because we don’t allow
ourselves to be happy in the here and now. We remain clobbered by the
demands of our day-to-day lives and end our nights ‘liking’ other
people’s happy pictures.
In comes this practical book which invites you to move beyond the
inevitable frustrations and challenges and illustrates how to open
yourselves to a state of real, genuine, and lasting happiness. The author,
Ranjana Kamo, takes you through her life experiences and shares
universally applicable principles and practices that will empower you to
fling open the door to your own happiness.
Instructive and wise, The Mystery of Utmost Happiness serves as a
comprehensive game plan that contains all the tools that you will
need—illustrative examples, personal stories, and practical exercises—
to help you seize true happiness and not let it remain just a distant
dream.
AUTHOR BIO
Ranjana Kamo, a finance professional, remains a writer at heart. She likes
to write about life and thought-provoking subjects and has authored
several titles. She has done Chartered Accountancy, MBA in Finance, and
BSc Mathematics Honours from the Delhi University and is a quality
professional by choice with a Master Black Belt in Six Sigma.

KARMA SUTRA: AN INSIGHT INTO HOW
OUR DEEDS INFLUENCE OUR DESTINY
Ritu Sharma
....................................
DESCRIPTION
‘We cannot change our destiny, but we do have the power to control it.’
The above statement has been ingrained in us since time immemorial.
But if we cannot change our destiny, how do we have any control over
it? Enter karma—the powerful law of cosmic cause and effect.
Karma Sutra is an endeavour to elaborate the theory of karma and shed
light on the many ways in which it influences our life. It also bravely
attempts to explain the universally paradoxical theme of why good
people suffer and the evil flourish.
Divided into two parts, the first part of the book is based on the concept
of the theory of karma, while the second part describes the influence of
karma in our life through the story of Mahabharata.
PRICE: TBC
ISBN: 9789388302296
EXTENT: TBC
FORMAT: PAPERBACK
SIZE: 8 X 5 INCH
PUBLISH DATE: JANUARY 2020
SUBJECT: SELF-HELP

Pertinent and profound in every sense, this book will make it easier for
you to understand the mysterious ways of our universe and exactly how
our past and present deeds may alter the course of our life.
AUTHOR BIO
Ritu Sharma is a writer, scholar, and educationist. She has extensively
studied both philosophy and astrology. She has written a column for one
of India’s leading newspapers, The Indian Express, and a series for a USbased magazine called Little India. This is her second non-fiction title.
ALSO AVAILABLE

IN TUNE WITH CONSCIOUSNESS

Dr Sudakshina, MD
...................................
DESCRIPTION
Does God exist? If yes, can we see Him? Where did we come from?
Where will we go from here? What is the purpose of our life?
Science meets spirituality in this enlightening book that will not only
provide you with the answers to these burning questions but also open
your mind’s eye. The author, a medical doctor by profession, delves
deep into the mystic consciousness and links its similarities with science
and nature. This book consists of lessons learned from consciousness—
and its magnanimity—in relation to time, dimensions, and reality. It also
talks about the similarities we, as humans, share with consciousness.

PRICE: INR 399
ISBN: 9789388302159
EXTENT: 248 PAGES
FORMAT: PAPERBACK
SIZE: 8 X 5 INCH
PUBLISH DATE: SEPTEMBER 2019
SUBJECT: SPIRITUALITY

This book will enlighten you, open your eyes, and make you realise the
bigger scheme of things, not just spiritually but scientifically as well. In
the process, you will be guided towards connecting with your true self
and experiencing the eternal bliss and contentment you have always
yearned for.
AUTHOR BIO
Dr Sudakshina started writing at the age of twelve and still pursue it as a
hobby. She completed her MBBS from Gandhi Medical College in
Secunderabad, Telangana, and obtained an MD in Pathology from
Osmania Medical College in Hyderabad, Telangana. During MD, her paper
on ‘Lamellar body counts’ was declared the best paper at the South Zone
conference of Indian Association of Pathologists and Microbiologists.
Currently, she lives in Hyderabad.

